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odometer to change' the mileage - it* Council -
•  
Murray's League Of Women:titers:7' Barbara Kjnsa is -in -charge Of the
--reading, allegedly. twice on AtilL_ 14_
• Dec. 31, last year.
alleges tampering with a different car C.
__Irs.lossog_swk.Asmirlifyikit L  : i% . _eatsma--1" ntiely---. -Garland is charged with allegedly
a false statement to a grand
lidy panel on Feb. 8, 1977, in response to - The regular- meeting- alhe derray
questions pertaining to the odometer Common Council will be held at 5:30 p.
investigation, according to reports, _ M. Monday, Nov. 28, in, the council
The defendant Garland is alleged to rhambers at City Hall.
have made statements to the grand Items on the agenda for the 
meeting
jury which were- contradictory to In- , inelti,cle'.
- consideration of boundaries for
• M.ierray




The defense attorney for Robert Earl
Cooper, convicted for rape and robbery
Wednesday, says he expects to file a
motion for a new trial in Calloway
County Circuit Court.. •
A circuit court jury recommended
that Cooper receive a sentence of 50
years for first degree rape and five
years for second degree robbery.
Wednesday. Cooper, 18, of Route 1,
Almo, is charged in connection with the
August rape and robbery of a 74-year-
old Aim° area woman.
Sentencing for Cooper is expected in
the near future, pending state probation
•1*-- 4 .. ---,esti-- parole --",pre-sentenclng in-
Two Murray Auto - vettigations.
The attorney lathe n"
Dealers--Indicted - PhilliPs. Murray. ̀r,cited 'fctah1evidentiary problem?' m the Two-&y
trial, Should Circuit Judge James
Lassiter deny the motion for a newIn Odometer Cases trial, Phillips said he will appeal the
case to Kentucky Court of Appeals.
PADUCAH - Two Murray auto. "In this case there appeared tO be a
dealers are expected to appear in U. S. great deal of prejudice that inflamed
Federal Dishict Court here Dec. 8, the jury to the point of bringing back
folloiving grand jury indictments in thistype verdict," Phillips said.
connection ",sidth - allegedly altering Phillips said the sentence was "two and
odelnder& a half times the minimum if everything
Indicted by the federal grand jury was correct" in the case.
sitting in the Western District of
Kentucky are Carl Howard of Carl Phillips said his elicit had "no
-Hilliard Used Cars and Eurie Garland-- history of anything hie this. There
of Garland Used Cars. Both men have were no indications that he has a
pleaded not guilty to charges.* - problem." -
According le - reeds, Howard. is Phillips also said instructions-Abet -
charged withIlix cowl& in-Connection --t*lked abed' "seriouS-Phksical Wier
with altering odometers and Garland is in the case should never have gone to
charged with perjury related to egrand the juiY.
jury investigation.   . The cooper ca went to the jury--
-- Jerry -Hoptins and Eddie - Morgan, , Wednesday _morning-- after-Cani,__
two other Murray auto dealers, were monwealth's Ationney Ron 1/4 
convicted earlier this year in con- Christopher: in his final summation
nection with an odometec_imileage asked for a life sentence on the rape
indicator) investigation in ., Western charge and 20 years on the robbery Women V
_ .
The- federal grand jury Indicted ' Cooper is currently -being 441.4ln
Howard in, _connection _with_ altering, . -Calloway County Jail in lieu of .
odometer redings on six separate oc-
cásiona during:171U The Did
-Ledger 8t Times -
In Our 98th Year 15c Per Copy Volume 98 No. 279
-ONf,SET-141f- a-Karen Hains-woitt-lfleft— fictire daughter and Reets-Beten -lc
the Bridegroom in this scene from 'The Robber Bridegroom," one of ten
-%cenes in the "Story Theater:4-11-a-tesi Community Theat-e - r effort will
tplay in cit‘ an county -selvook., • 1-6,;-and-isilirected by Richard Valen-
tine. .
formation he gave for a sworn affadavit
in Calloway County on May 5, 1975.
According to the indictment, the af-
fadavit claimed the Garland business
altered odometers froni December,
1972 to Jan. 20'0973, in preparing cars
for resale. According to reports, the
affadavit also alleges that an employee
of the Garland business was respon-
sible id-the-alterations. -
The indictment alleges that Garland,
under oath, testified there had been no
odometer tampering and that the
employee was not responsible for it.
inside today
the 641 South Water District;
- a resignation and a promotion in
the Murray Fire Department;
- consideration ordinance setting
the -salary for the City Clerk for the
1978-79 biennium and amending the
zoning ordinance to reclassify property
located north of the 121 bypass;
- a report on revenue sharing
receipts and expenditures for the first
ten months of 1977, and;
- consideration of a possible_ ad-
justment in natural gas rates.
-Campus Ministry and it will be given public should know. Following the
asQlsadi 'cues/Ivy marning At a •311aLthe ifia.granx....tbere will_
home of Mrs. Sue Vand-egrilt," 1760 period.
lia
The public is invited to attend either
of these meetings. League members
have made plans for another "First." program. She has been assisted by Sue
The _ November meetinfireosnenteneeL ift and KaY P9Ph11,-
women have rnseajr7tips on
Monday night at 7:30p. m. at the United insulation and conservation which the
,
Magno Drive. lluth Howard, president of the local
- league, encourages the public krattend
either of these meetings. Having the
are also urged to hear the valuable morning meeting is a new idea and the
suggestionathe c-ommittee - league Olanihera hope the public mill.
they interviewed employes of utility take advantage of the two different
companies on this subject. meeting times.
Less Than Month Until '78 Session
One Section - 18 Pages
Is Israel blocking Mideast peace? Two Murray State
University professors, Farouk Umar and Hughie Lawson,
look at both sides of that question in Local Issues Forum, a
regular feature of this newspaper, appearing on the
Opinion Page, Page 5.
cloudy
Cloudy with a good chance of
showers today ehonging  to snow
showers ,this afternoon -or this
, evening. Highs today in the mid
40s. Becoming windy and turning
much colder with snow showers
111nOlsmng tonight, -Leits In thr -
low to_ inid 20s. Decreasing
cloudiness and - very cold
Saturday. Highs in the upper 20s
to low 30s. Chances of
precipitation are 40 percent today
and 30 percent tonight.
• L,
today's index
Classifieds 13, 14; 15, 11,17
Crosswords 13
Comics  4,13










, Begin with a twist of humor and 
comments on human weakness, and
add-an imaginative cast, you'll ccime
with the production, "Story Theatre."
This show, by Paul Sills, enjoyed a
Broadway run with stars like Valerie
Harper, Peter Bonerz, Paul Sand and
Dick Schaal. It was adapted for the
stage from ten stories from the Grimm
Brothers' and Aesop's
Fables. `'`
Such *aeries "Heriny Penny,"
"The Fisherman and His Wife," "The
- --Golden -Goose," "The-7-Robber
.• -Brigehroain" liteka-4/no-,:of -the, teo
-- dories that will be enjoyed by adultsas
well as children.
ilecitase Conununit-y Theatre does
not have a home, it is conveniently
bringing the theatre to the total com-
munity through touring the different
• schools. , According to Richard
Valentine, the director of the show, this
is not a class exercise but an outreach
to - the --neialiorlidaft en-
couraging total community in-
volvernent. -
The show will be performed "in the
round," a circular playing area. This
unique staging will enable the audience
to sit all around the exciting action 'and
_
enjoy the closeness to the actors.
- Due to the show touring, the set has
been cleverly constructed by the cast
members using cubes and platfoims
made out of milk crates and coke cases.
With trash cans used as building blocks -
this makes the set, as well as the
lighting and costumes, transportable.
The cast will tour in a group of 55 for
each performance.
Production dates have been set for
December 1;" 2,-3, '5 afld6 for eiening"---
performances. All shows will start
promptlf at 7 --each
Admission- will be :$1.00 tOr•
under 12 and $1.50 for adults. For ticket
information, call 759-1752. •
According .to Roderick-. ilea-
member of the Publicity Committee,
"this will be a wonderful show for
everyone to enjoy. So plan to get out
'and see one. of the five performances at,
a school near you." Show dates and
locations are: _
Ural'Y night, beCember 1„ Soith-Th 
west Elementary; Friday night,
December. 2, Carter Elementary
Saturday night, December 3, North
Elementary; Monday night, December
5, Murray Middle School; and Tuesday
night, December 6, East Elementary.
41- IVO t_
• WARM-UP -- From leff, Sdian Hutilins-,TeSTie Franklin, John Envies, Joel'
George and Mikal Grimes warm up before "Story Theater rehearsal, which
. -4-.-etren!ly.undenYar, Thr- Plat Adapted lot the stage.from ten, stories
from the Grimm Brothers' collection and Aesop's Fables,i will play in
Murray and Calloway County schools Dec 1-6.
Some 134 Bills Pre-Filed In Legislature
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- With a
little more than a month until the start
of the 1978 legislative session, a total of
134 bilistave been pre-filed.
The bills officially will be introduced
the day the legislature convenes in
January. However, pre-filing allows
lawmakers, the public and the press
extra time to obtain copies and to
become familiar with the issues.
Most of the grew out of interim
committee meetings, although some
have individual sponsors.
Frequently, the name of a sponsor on
a bit does not indicate that he or she
will be a strong supporter of the
legislattonin question. 
Each till recemmended by an in-
terim committee must have a sponsor,
and often the chairman will simply ask
for a committee member to volunteer
to sponsor the legtstatton.
Statics show pre-filing -a bill is no
guarantee that it will have- an easier
time than bills introduced during the
session.
For example, only 45 of the 173 pieces
of legislation produced during the 1974-
76 interim became law during the 1976
session, or 26 percent. This year_in-
terim work for the 1978 session was cut
Rhodesia Plans 1 Man, 1 Vote'
SALISBURY, Rhodesia (AR) -
Moderate black nationalists gave
qualified support today” to Prime
Minister Ian Smith's offer to steer
Rhodesia to black majority rule
through one-man, one-vote elections.
The independent Rhedesia Herald,
reflecting white middle-of-the-road
thinking, called Smith's surprise
support for universal-Willi suffrage-"a
dramatic start" to bring peace to
Rhodesia.
Claiming the British-American peace
plan has failed, Smith told a news*
conference Thursday he believed, an
internal agreement between his white .
Minority ,government and moderate
black leaders would end Rhodesia's
"It is time we got on in Rhodesia and
came to some finalities-so that we can
bring to an end the kind of madness
'which exists today where Rhodesians
are killing Rhodesians at a pretty „fair
Pace." Slaith said.
Jeremiah Chirau, leader of the
moderate black- Zimbabwe United
:.-Peoples Organization, said Smith's
acceptance of majority rule could mean
the end of guerrilla fighting. Chirau
appealed to the black nationalist
guerrillas "to come home peacefully."
"With all parties inside the country
agreeing to come together to discuss a
Murk constitution based on majority,
rule, the terrorist war should cease,"
Chiral* said.
3-11111,Rthe4..
black nationalist leaders welcomed
Smith's acceptance of one-man, one-
vote elections but said it w;is justafirst
. step to successfully negotiating an
internal settlement.
The. . Rhodesian prime minister
launched his ieitiative at a news con-,
ference in the dity of Bulawayo, 22S
miles southwest of Saltibiary. It was the
first time Smith had expressesuppvrt
for the concept of national elections in
Rhodesia based on universal adult
suffrage.
But Smith stressed he would seek
guarantees from moderate Watt
leaders that Rhodepia's white minorIty
- estiniated at 268,000 - would enjo) a
secure 'future under the .6.4, mi1lion• -
short because legislators spent the first
half of the interim preparing for the
special session called in December
1976.
Work for the upcoming General
Assembly_Liidnot start-until-440er
' January and didn't really get ping
until _after the May prima17., so
lawmakers have had Unusually little
time to prepare.
Despite those circumstances, a
number of bills have been pre-filed that
are bound to generate a good deal of
discussion during the session.
For example, Rep. Ron Cyrus, D-
Greenup, pre-filed a bill this week to
legoliTe the manufacture and sale of the -- Farmers Vow Strike.
purported cancer ttruglaetrile.




The annual Christmas Party of the
members of The Murray Art Guild will
be held from 1:00 p.m. to 5:04 p.m. _
December 4, 1977. The party will be
held at the Murray Art Guild Building,
103 North 4th Street, Murray, Refresh-
ments will be serve a ind the public is
invited to attend. .
•
Members of the Art Guild will have
some of their paintings on display and
- some will be on hand to act as hostesses_
-and explain their paintings to the
guests.
A•special display of the painting and
portraits; tended by •Elwine F.
Sarriuelsou,...arill be on aisplay.
Samuelson, a noted painter was an
assistant professor of art at Murray
tate University from l72til 1977. She
was commissioned to paint the portrait




under study by a special panel, which
stopped short of making a recom-
mendation on whether the substanee,
derived -from- apricot pits, -should` be
made !egal in Kentucky. It is bound to
be an emotional ilisup 
Another bill pre-filed this week by
Rep; Mark Fitzgerald, D-Cynthiana
would remove the requirement that
motorcycle riders wear protective
headgear. Supporters of the legislatiou
lobbied activelly during the interim did
Picket Carter Home
PLAINS, Ga. (AP) - Farmers
demanding higher produce prices
ordered an army of tractors escorted
by crop-dusting airplanes toward
President Carter's hometown today for
a rally.
The president was more than 650
mild away. But a shopkeeper who is
also a state senator anyl Carter's cousin
announced plans to watch and added:
"We're glad to have them."
 Isegsmiee-v=s.wv.mutnaviewaP--_ -
Md. Higmother-, Miss Wham-was home
in Plains, but it was not known whether
she or the president's brother, Billy,
planned to watch the "tractorcade."
State Sen.- Hugh Carter. tht
president's cousin, said he had not been
invited to the rally but he planned to be
-4 -his antique store on Plains' main
street,--a good vantage point for wat-
ching almost anything in the tiny
downtown area.
Thousands of' farmers spent '"All I know is they will be here," he
Thanksgiving night at meeting points said. "I'm sure they are welcome here
near this southwestern Georgia hamlet, and we're glad to have them."
preparing to drive their tractors into Directors of the Georgia Agriculture
Plains for the rally. Aviation Association -- voted
unanimously late last week to hold a
The farmers want Congress to set a "fly-over" of -25 to 40 crop-desting*
*floor n igticilltFpr-Wfietsthili----plaiiik-dunng the-ratty to -Wm Their
would ensure that they wiliaet back support for the fartners' cause.
their production costs and -least a
small profit when they sell their har-
vest.
Unless Congress takes action on the
farmers' demands, farmers acrosothel
country have vowed to go on strike
starting Dec. 14.
. 
He said at least 1,000 tractors stayed
overnight in Americus on Thursday, 450
As the, fanners prepared their in Reynolds, -1,000 in Albany, 1,000 in
detnOnstrotion, Latter, was vit- the -*Stbithfield, 500 irr Vienne an  -ti -severalpresidential retreat. In Camp. Davis', hundred in 
-_,.Avvitaitiototravvuoravottowiseviltinowilwe - .;_e-v•vo.
• '
are expected to be on hand dining the
session..
Another bill mu _pie-filed this week_
_ by Rep. Archie Romines, 1)-Valley1)-Valley
Station, that would requffe member of
the-state Publi-C-1%1"-vice G6mniisaion
beelected On a nonpartisan basis.
That and several other prefiled bills
that affect the way the PSC evaluates
utilities' rate increase requests, are
expected to attract a lot of public in-
terest.
Tom , Kersey, • the- Unadilla, Ga.,
fanner who helped organize .the farm
protest movement in the Southeast, had
said he expected 10,000 tractors at the
rally. P
PA(
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heaUeektt:i:
Salad Supperld By Golden
Circ.. Trais At Church
A salad supper was held by 'rneaL The  *embers -i-htm
the Golden Circle Sunday engaged in Making surprise
School Class of the Memorial items for some shut-ins. 
* •
Baptist Church on Monday, Those attending were •
'Noveniber 14; at 6:30 p.m. at Marilyn Herndon, Joyce
the church-Prayer Asap Conrak_Sara
• for one class mètfl f'Dtthan, Ahn Oitiorn-,'Virtnif
farnifir.- - --Perrin,-GasYte Adams;Connie,
Various plans and ideas White, Mary Graves, - and
were discussed following the Linda Rogers.
Super Specials
• SportsWeor
v- Blouses I,-Pant Suits
Dresses



































































FIVF f.FNFR ATKINS  -,,,Atts,,LhlwrajArApAgjlikk nn of her „great great grand -
children,-Shawri‘a "stance. Standing, left to right. ShSwna's mother and Mrs. farmer's
great granddaughter, ,Mrs. Jerry (Theresea)Napce; Sha wna's grandmother. Mrs Nance's
mother, and Mrs Farmer's granddaughter, Mrs Bob (Peggy) Parrish- and Shawna's great
gr-anihrother Mrs_-Parrish's mother, Mt_s Nance`s grandmother, and Me4 ,Farmer's
daughter Mrs Osro (Fstelle) Butterworth.
TVA. COMMUNITY
CALE NDAR
Saturday, November 26 
Capt. James Carnpen
Chapter of the Sons of the
American Revolution will




The 1967 class of Calloway
County High School will have
a reunion at the Colonial











A lovely story that never grows cold:...a warm and cuddly
ensemble in brushed 80% Arner /20% nylon
blend...fleecy for the long sleeved granny gown_quilted
• for the rip-front robe — both quilt-yoked and cuffed in
jacquard patterned contrast satin...and dallied with ruf-
fled edging. The perfect gift that makes-the Holidays last
longer. , • .• -
LITT N'S







Mr. and Mrs. Emery Hook
will have a reception in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
Merit Union Hat 212 East
gnritay,Nnvamhae_ri.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
.Garland will have open house-
at their honie in New Concord-
in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary. All
friends and relatives are in-
vIted to call between two and
_Liour pm. --
• Sunday, November 27
'A reception urcelebratio-
59th wedding anniversary
Of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie •
Tchvniend will be held at the
activity for teen-agers -these
days reminded me of the poet
when young peopleeouldmeet- -
at our old home, 'not for
parties, but to sing around the
old par/ox organ. Now many of
those voices sing .in. _the
Heavenly pion.
itospttats 'and trurVI"fig--
homes- seem to. -be- full of
patients, and every week
some acquaintaece is called
home. -
-Mrs. - Jewel -Outland, Mrs-
Raymond McCuiston, Mrs,
Opal Moody, citis Lovins, and
Norman and Era Lovins,'Were The odesCa Ground 
perhaps others we know aro -
given a surprise going away United Methodist Church on the sick list. Wilma Gannon
dinner by relatives one came by airplane fromevening at the Triangle Inn Women held their regular
monthly meeting on Tuesday, ,..Colo,__.rado Springs to be with
before the Lovins' moved to
lives in Georgia. 
November -14..at seve . at • 
dad a iew days.
Georgia to be near the fainili the church. I3ut, as always, th illbeere w
ot their onty daughter -who FrancesWilliams -Intitir cause for -Thanksgiving; -
-program leader with Katie especially for Peace'
It must be hard to pull up Letterman reading the - Me Grandy Falwells have a.
stakes and leave the seri Ruth Lassiter and_ new baby boy._ 
-SO iniahomeland, the relatives, the vw. * Behind the -dim&' chig Crouse also gave
friends, and all the familiar
scenes,but it is even harcler to
face failing health and old age
away from those nearest and
dearest, so "Blest be the tie
that ;Binds."
The John -Crreches who
moved as strangers to Con-
cord's big hill must be glad to
have Mrs. CreeChes' sister
and husband now moved next
door in the white house built
by the late Gardie Jones.
• Water Street, Mayfield, frcan Sinee Mr. Kelley Smith's 
•
seven to nine p.m. All stroke, he lives about with Ids Ck1SS Meet Held-
relatives and iriPda are in- three daughters, but his hoinW--:- .
vitd 
hY the 413re mw..?F,Clitbie# :Rickman Home..
by his granddaugmer and
Down Concord Way-.
Norman And Era Lomns
Are Honored At Dinner
By Estelle Spleelaia gf*.ndinother. - -7_7- -1- - :. --
um . the_, _noOnde_mccStmtryeslI stopped by ,- we Ndicinee.:_thiserveovember le,
lovely cards which have come sons, Randy, Gary, and Tony,
since illness struck our were at the piano practicing
neglectful-of 
tutor othwelay. e been se_ shephinginegrd,hayzats erfotor 
sing
goouid
. We woq•ileretabout lir card -110Pkinayille, Soelf font.su,a1
from Pasadena, Cal., until we • r, ciii_cis,, willitini , .
fOund Gray - and vottn-e F----
Roberts' names. The Roberts
Moved from Kentucky to
California to be with their only Leader Fop cotes '-
son's family while the grand--- ,
children grew. . —
- Another Calloway couple, Camp GrOuqd
sun still shines. May we countprayer_ y_
___ our-blessings even_wliedtrays
Plans were discussed for the are dark'
Christmas and Thanksgiving'





Frances Williams, and Ruth
Lassiter.
-husband, the-- Millers* The The Esther,SundaY Schoolgranddaughter is Cathey 
Class of the Memorial BaptistCrowell who is now involved Church held its monthly
as a social worker. meeting in the home of Mrs... 
We are proud of our young Hayden Rickman, 1002 Walnut
People who are trying to Street, at seven p.m. on
brighten the corners where Monday, November 14.
they are. Plans were made  for a_
- Good Shepherd Church had . .
a new speaker one 
SundayMonday, December 12, at six
recently,. young • Danny
Kingin.1,_uon of the Billy Itoe r
-Kingins. He also-sings hi the 
hTM1i-'B1nkmn —-
choir—with the father anti
--Puryear Baptist Church,
PuryeartIsm, with, all friends
and relatives invited to call
between two and four p.m.
Monday, November 28
League of Women Voters
will meet at the United
Campus Ministry building at
7.:30 p.m.
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will





Per Pose In living
Color
- For Ea&OtWnat Print
Minimum 10 for $4.90
*No Limit .All Ages
'Groups Okay
-,14411.-120483.1M3S_ _
• frail Porkies le Row
Recovery, Inc., will meet-at-
the Health Center, North




banquet will be at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord at 6:30
pin. With Terry Mearayer,
Kentucky Commissioner of








*We will be giving a yellow rose to the first 100 ladies
Register for free door prize
9,7
,Coldwater Rd. S- - 
CAVA I SUN-2:30,7:30 'INMON-THUR 7:30 Only
FRI & SAT.-7: 15, 9:10




A110 ONE YEAR WILDER
IT I
AIL
Late Show Fri. II Sat. 1140
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
18 OR OUR ONLY  5
49, SUN-2:30,7:30






GEORGE BURNS  
JOHN DENVER J[iLci
0,, 161 URRAY
FRI., SAT., VW, [ OPEN 6:45 1
PETER SELLERS. 81111 ORM




Take a Brook from
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Calloway Homemakers Will
Hear Dolly McNutt Speak
Dolly H. McNutt, Paducah,
Third District Representative,
will be the featured speaker at
the annual meeting of the
Cal1,eway County
Homemakers Association to
be held Tuesday, November
n, at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
"Pornography" will be the
subject of Mrs. McNutt's talk.
She was elided to the 'Ken-
tucky General Assembly in
November 1976, received the
-. B. & P. W. Club Woman of
. Achievement Award in 1977,
received the Community
Serrice Award from Midway
College in June 1977, and is on
the steering committee for the
Governor's White House
Conference on Libraries and
information science for 1977.
She has been active in many_
civic, church,. and politic*
circles, and was the f
woman mayor of Paducah.
Highlighting the morning's
And Save
1 0% On Alt Purchases
program will be a fashion
show by the homemakers
clubs' members with Edna
Butler and Modena But-
Dolly McNutt
-Guest Speaker
terworth coordinators. Special- -
music will be presented by
 Anna May Owen. Decorations
will be by Clovis Jones.
Marilyn Bazzell, program
- chairman and county vice-
president, Mrs: rifirst.
Jones, and Jean Cloar,
tension agent- for home 4-4
economics,- are members d •
the program committee.
Jo Anne Cavitt, president,
will preside, and Greta
Gargus is secretar
treasurer. Reservations kw
the luncheon should be made
by today, Friday, November
25, by calling the club _
presidents or the Extension
  Office, 753-1452. —
'Reports will be-gives by the
- following county chairmen:
Judy Stabler, fooki- Edna-
_ Butler, ciabingi-Pay .rias,
Ow )case -.heaifuniiths4Evumas;--madne- BeattYS'Co.41°Mtt'Laverne -Hardie, tangly
- life; • Margaret • Taylor,
cultural arts; Marllya Hern-
 don, home management;
Martha Butterworth, housing;
, Murrelle Madrey, issues and
- • ....;•4;2;••4;••:01;••4;••11.6•••It.;“;2.,•••46,4,1.,•••Aw4;.•;0•;!...;••;,;••;s;••;:;•••2;••;2;••;2;••=•••••• •-.1..•••-?;.r.t.-.1;2;wwixoct;464;•*: -••••••••.w.•.er.•-••••.0:7:•.:Tir...• 0.•,..•-•..411017..•.•47:00M•47:11 ifr.•••••7•01::..17117.w.•.10.•.•1....1...6'4
•
*By.,Service Claims
'Mtge lc No Hoover or Eureka warranty
station in Western Kentucky. ONLY we have
elier WOO jiarts- -to service-every- vacuum
cleaner we sell under warranty.
Our prices are lower than the discount
houses and we have a larger selection of
Hoover and Eureka vacuums.
iii4 Av:WE OFFER PERSONEL SERVICE, LOW PRICES, IN- 












lt Open 10-6 Olympic Plaza. .:
.it Iii 8 Fri. 8, Sat. No. 12th- .4   OS, ...... A ,, vis.4. 07 , • • uk.'..0,..g  v B...•...ric..d • 1.4•ster OWN* _t.SALE STARTS TODAY
. 0 • _ 'CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER — MURRAY, KY.. ..
*::*.K.C:44::#::#::0::0: ...0.33.3..i..*:**A:Ct . • -. • 151"6A41"kst'1(43 • Net4TP4-14* Mktv*.K.4 ' 044AP•btavdet K44 • 4- Gadait( Ata-
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Regular to 999 lc
Hoorer.'Colobrity II with iktwwww•tie. Nozzle
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play around in Florida
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete play-
. grouncl-for singles ana_tamili 
alike. Check these features.
0 650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
0 300 Rooms. Efficiencies.
Suites & Apartments
O Restaurant & Lounge
0 Night Club. Dancing &
Entertainment
O 2 Pools. Pool &
Playground
O Volleyball & Shuffleboard-
..0 Basketball. Game Room _
O Sauna. Exercise Rooms
O Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
El Color TV & Refrigerator
Tennis Golf  aiyaegga_
[3.. 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
— *Service aidaitable
O Free chaise lounges
-Ample self parking
Come play in our playground
its Daytona's most complete




2075 S. atlantic Ave.
P.O Box 7437
1 Daytona Beach, Fla 32
Ph (904) 255-6461
Please send new color
brochure & rate sheet
I Name - • 
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Sheree Miller
Honored  At 
Braid Events
- Miss Sheree Leigh Miller,
December bride-elect of
-Second Lieutenant Lester
Rickey Stinnett, has been
honored with prenuptial
A bridal shower was held
November first at seven p.m.
• at the Educational Learning
Center with Mrs. ' Robbie
Paschall and _Mrs. l.ottie
Claxteruss Nataask,.. _
'Refreshments of fruit
• - cakes-, nets, ond-ntlitta-
were served. Eighteen per-
sons attended or sent gifts.
Qg November eleventh at
sevelf p.m. a household
shower was held at the Hazel
Community Center with Mrs.
Jane Thorn, Mrs. Peggy
Lassiter, Mrs. Marilyn Erwin,
and Miss Debbie Miller as
hostesses.
An arrangement of pink
roses -centered the refresh-
ment table covered with --a
white cloth with silver bells.
Punch-, party cakes, nuts, and
mints were served.
Forty persons attended or
sent gifts. .
,Let's Stay Well
CUB SCOUT PACK-37 held its Olympics program at Carter
School with the opening being the pledge of allegiance and
parents and scouts singing "Shell Be Coming Around the
Mountain." Den Two had an exhibit of projects made during
October. Olympic winners, upper lefte, were, left to right,
seated,-Robert Lemasters, RonnkriGngbavidpaughaday, John
Swan, Geoffrey Swan, standing, Trice Seargent, fared White,
Harry Coles, and David Edwards. In the upper right are persons
getting silver arrows, left to right, Witlfutrelf, David Daughaday
Wayne Cargus, Richard Nelson; and Harry Coté'nutpktured. --
In the lower left, are persons getting Bobcat awards, left to
right,. Ron King, Leff Summerville, David Edwards; tared White,
'Trice Seargent, and Kenny.Hanarorth,_not pictured..
-kkiX<4.,.10.401.isiMP~AtIMMAIIIM1111111111111111.11111114W , :,;,'- ','",
By F.J.L. Blestrigarnc, M D,
datory standards of safety varioas brand names, t at on, e ryer oul
in hair dryer-S. Many or monitoring their. safety is be correctly and cautiously
ci-these-are f-foreign design- . difficult- - - ------- :*----- ---- • used' ' -- 
.
_ and manufacture: Since Here are .a .few_a_a_faty a. - Electrocution is the
competition has -become ' 'factors to keep in mind most serious daligir. The
severe,. many producers when buying or using a dryers are most frequently
have reduced the cost, of hail: Ir.!' used in the bathroom. With
.mariuf a Ctu fe. - in Ord • -a nindifr That - a 11766"-beact- -bOtly,:-tfie7
sell -them at an-attractive - ahausil has-thetatandards danger of-the electric cur-
-priCe. -This competition _the_ InderWriters. I a ho- rent shorting out through
r.an ,nt the !afety factor in ratories and that the de- the' Me plumbingWa-
'he; appliances. Since vice has been certified bx ter in the bathtub or basin_
they are imported under them. Even with sych cer- must be kept in mind. Such
electrical shocking can oc-- -
Karen Parke, acting
superintendent of the Ken-
'tucky Correctional Institution
--**for Women at Pee Wee Valley,
told the members and guests
of the Murrey Business and
Professional Women's Club
- that of the four thousand in-
mates in Kentucky correc-
tieruil institutions that 130 to
- 140 are women.
—Ala Parke said that while
the average age for the male
offender is 19 to 20, the female
age is 23 to 24. She also said
that at the present time there
are worhen at Pee Wee Valley
from 16 to 67. The admission
by crime is broken down to
about thirty per cent each to
manslaughter, drug related,
and forgery, the speaker said,
and added that forgery is the
most difficult to deal with,
while murder is the. easiest.
The acting superintendent
said there is no way to treat a
person-miless the person is
.,-.:• ready.for treatment. She said
most of the inmates are first
• 'offenders, and-that there is a
great turmoil in adjusting due
to the fact that most -have
small children at home and
they do not know how the
children are being treated._
Ms. Parke said visits from the -
children are encouraging for
the inmates.
„Ms. Parke said the cost for
maintaining this institution,
founded in 1939 and the only
state-operated correctional
institution for women in
Kentucky• is eighteen dollars
per -day per person. it'll a
medium security facility
which houses only those
women who have been con-
-ficted of a felonious offense.-
Ms. Parke said the facility has
a two fold responsibility- to
protect society, and, offer
rehabilitation programs to the
offender. She said "realizing
the fact that protection .41_
society is best achieved
through an effective-treat,-
of the committee in charge of
arrangements. She was
assisted by Betty Vinson,
Ruby Pool, and Robbie
Waters.
Guests were members from
• 
.. . ---.-----------,. -.--._ — . .. .....haed of the-dryer, au the
ill rise. 
. ment prognuiv-ft tr the-in. ----
metal edge of theslryerif.-__/... tow - --R-oo-tn-,- 
• 
InTr- -- rt has becoftie-111ffrarr---- .. _ .. _ . . .  rehabilitate rather than
.
were covered with-white 
Avoid using a hand dryei punish, and to train andSafety Commission appara 
Continuing the series or flowers. Iiidividual tables
prenuptial events ,held in While sitting in a tub full oi _educate rater than repress.'
_ . . 
edViyvet-p-havisgighTandiniiirniffuirmilityrnait::  ,honor of_iirria Cathy Gag Tioths and decorated witheld- 'water. If your dryer ii- This was the 50th birthday
• Geurin, November 26th bride- and bronze dried flowers arid defective, have it repairer celebration of the Murray B. &
elect of David Eades Rogers, crystal goblets. Fruit punch, promptly. P. W. Club held at the Murray
was--.the tea head ..,4unday, decorated individual cakes.,.„. -  J.13 _,yaical, burns art , Woman's Club. House on
November 0, from two tci four nuts, 'and minis were served.- -riti-Anw --beeause of -DU - Thursday, November 17, with
p.m. at the Community Room Min Nancy Spann itept the high heat that is produced. -Euple Ward, president,
„r= of the North .jkoorh- Qum register at the round mister Sparks, flames,. pieces_ot presiding.
table covered with a satin molten metal or plastit . "Special music -WU -by -Peoples Bank of Murray. 
may be driven out of the Margie Shown, soloist, ac-The hostesses for the special cloth and decorated with brass
device. The metal at the companied by Diane Dison.occasion were Oneida Boyd, . candelabra and a bridal ..
outlet may--   become Mrs. Shown sang a medley ofMelva Hatcher, Naomi bouquet of bronze and gold
Rogers, Shirley Johnson, baby munts overheated and cause a songs from The Sound of
Mime Purdom, Ann Thomp- Seventy-five persons called 
burn on contact with hair music.-
son, Dorothy Boone, and during the afternoon hours. 
or skTin.k
care that 
yourThe meeting closed with an
Muncie Geurin. The hostesses Presfated the hair is' a neot drawn into the 
impressive candlelight
Miss Geurin chose. al Wear honoree with a silver water - air inta• ar af. the dryer.. ceremony led by Betty Vinson
from her trousseau a cran- pitcher. . - Don't make do with a 
and Ruby Pool. The highlight
berry qiana knit formal dress was when Mrs. Ward nameddamaged dryer. To be on
and was presented a cram- Reita-Moody_To_Belbt -3afe, side.-- replace.- and-r-li-elt.0 --he-r -Pre*O!nt41.• -Candle. ,
• i. Annie Nance was chairman
0: Mrs. ‘M. E. has a •
friend who was burned by
-a--hair --dryer -when it-be-
__came overheated-and par._
tially melted the plastic
case surrounding the heat-
ing element  -She asks how
tbt avafage person is to
whettAeL the -dryer
-that-la or -she-is- -using is
safe.
A: The increase in the
number of persons, mate
and fernalc. _who are 
hair dryers-makes it more
likely that the incidence of









1 p.m. to 5 p.iole
-Come view our I








19 14 Coldwater 753-0317
1-•;
LA . 1174111,a11.11Likalorn_
berry throated yellow cym-
bidinm orchid corsage by the
hostesses.
Her mother, Mrs. Virgil M.
Harris, wore a deep coral
qiana knit formal dress. Mrs.
Elwood Rogers, -her future
mother-in-law, was attired in
a floral street length dress.
Mrs. Harris and Mrs. Rogers
4were presented with white
cymbidiurn or child corsages.
The beautifully appointed
tea table was covered with a
gold cloth overlaid with an-
tique -lace: --The- centerpiece
was a iini-Oriedesigh by Maley
Johnson, aunt of the honoree,
of tiered Cryital- and silvec -
pieces encircled with fall
Singles Speaker
The Lake Area Singles will
meet Tuesday, November 29,
at seven p.m. at the North
Branch of Peoples Bank in
Murray.
Reita Moody of Murray will
again be the special speaker.
Mrs. Moody is the chaplain at
the Western Baptist Hospital
in Paducah.
This organization is open to
all divorced, widowed or
- never tnarrledpeople and
information, call Vera
Nordhoff at 753-0499 or Judy
-Koch at 7534487, both after
5:30 pia..
with eleetrie
with a new one
- -
S&PVV CLUB. SPEAKER—Karen Parke, left, acting
rinten den e of the k Co rrectio nal Institutionist.mrtatkirtivra,ki virometairisimmiL
 , . . . 
sup entuc y
for -Women at Pee-Wee- VaNy; spoke at the 50th bir-
• ---thelev-•evieissialiss-st--the-lkasiness-asd-Rsofessional
Women's Club held at the Murray Woman's Club
House Os the right is Euple Ward, club president, and
in the centef is Annie Nance, chairman of the
mittee of arrangements.
eSeveral moclels with browner
.Tap & Touch with meat probe and browner
.Space Saver with defrost cycle




'Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Don't worry and wonder about learning your way
around town. Or what to see and do. Or whom to ask.
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, I can simplify tile
business of getting settled. Help you begin to enjoy your
new town ... good shopping, local attractions, community
opportunities.
And my basket is full of useful gifts to please your
family.
Take a break from unpacking and call me.
Kattssim Outland 753-M17,
the Mayfield and Mayfield
Emblem Clubs, along with Chi
Chi Stinnett of Morganfield
and Jean Elkins, assistant











Keep some handy for
flashlights, toys, games.





OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
4 video games: Hockey,
Jai Alai, Tennis, Handball.
Hooks up to any TV set.









-face. /tale your own variety of




Model of '31 Rolls.
9-volt battery included.
84-176
EVEN LESS WITH TRADE-IN
10" diag. Color Tv has in-line picture tube, 100".
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'Watch The Guy With
The Crazy Password'
. You may recoil. a few weeks ago I
reported getting a call from the White
House where my nephew-in-law, Dale
Wilson, is a Secret Service agent. He
and my niece, Sheryl, had planned to be
in 
Ai
Muri-ay for Homecoming, but for
some reason agents' leaves were
Is Is" raellNocking Mideast Peace?
By FAROUK UlHAR -
MSU Supt. of Pol. Science
A Middle East peace settlement is
imperative for the United States and
the Western world. America is
becoming increasingly dependent on
Arab oil and in addition, Arab-markets
have become important to Western and
American. companies. Uncritical
American beliefs that Israel has been a
victim instead of a victor show that
most citizens do not understand the
causes of the Mideast conflict or the
fact - that Israeli s(ibbortMesi. is
blocking peace. .
The Middle East problem, in spite of
the confusion and passions which
surround it, is simple to explain. A
massive foreign element cannot be
injected by force into a small country
whrel had been Arab for 1206 years. Yet
in A 'nutshell that Tiettactly what oc-
curred in die early' 1900's and was
forniaThed in I947--iitiert the 'United
_Nations adopted a plan which par-
titioned Palestine arid gave 56 per cent
of the land to the Jews (a percentage
that has increased dramatically. due to
four military conflicts): The Arabs
reacted with anger, as any people at
any time and inanyialace,wouldhave
done, against.' a -mais infThx of
European Jews into Palestine.
After World War II, the J.ews_droye
first the British and then the Arabs
from Palestine. Their campaign used
murders, bombings, and assassinations
to drive the British, who were trying to
maintain peace, from Palestine. The
terrorism was then directed against
both Christian and Moslem Arabs.




'autobiography, Mr. Begin wrote: "The
life of every man who fights in a just
cause is a patadox. He _makes war so
that there should be peace. He Sheds
blood so that there should be no more
bloodshed:That is the way of the world.
A very tragic way with terrors. There is'
no other."
If Yasir Arafat, the head of the PLO
( Paleatine Liberation—Organization t,
would write ,or speak the same words
today, Mr. Begin would ,not hesitate to
brand him and his orgartiza Lion __Since--196Z..- the - Arab. - -statesterr&fst. As a matter offact; -Mr. Begin surrounding Israel _ have _ acceptedhas not only made such an accusation, 'united Nations Security Council
Resolution 242 of November 22, 1967 as
the basis for a peace settlement. The
resolution calls. on Israel to withdraw.
from all territories occupied in the 1967
war, and asks for Arab recognition of
lata ars • - te- **let and- the
achievement of a just settlement of the
refugee problem. Arab acceptance has
steadfastly been - met by Israeli
rejection of the terms of the resolution
and this rejection led to the 1978 war.
Another Mideast War could be
disasterous. To avoid war, com-
promises must be made; so far Israel
has shown by word and deed that it
would rather dictate her own peace
terms. Is this the attitude of a victim?
•
terrorist activities of  a_ - Jewish  .setle source-of -Israel's-legitimacy I hasorganization called Irgun whose leader insisted many times on the right of thewas Menahem Begin, the current refugees to choose between return orPrune Minister of Israel. As one small compensation. However, such requests
but well, documented example, in April -have- studiously been ignored by theof 1948, Begm's men assaulted the Arab Israeli government. In,addition. Israelvillage of Dier Yassin with Sten guns, is yapidly establishing Jewish set-rifles, hand grenades and long knIves tlements in Arab territories it occupiedand massacred, mutilated or raped in the 1967 conflict; this shows a totalmore than 200 villagers, mostly old disregard for the Geneva Convention inmen, women, and children. How can 1949 which stipulates that "an oc-anyone blame the Palestinians for cupying power shall not. . . transferleaving their homes.in light of atrocities parts of its civilian population into thelike this. territory it occupies.-
In justifying Irgun's actions, Begin Israel has projected the conflict assaid, "You rail me a terrorist,. but I call one -between her and the -surrounding
myself a freedonl,fighter.7 In hig,1931 Arab--states only,--with the problem of
the Palestinian refugees a separate and
subsidiary question to be dealt with in
the aftermath- of' general peace
agreement. By shifting the center of
attention from the Palestinians, it is
then possible for Israel to portray the
picture of a-progressive little country
( David struggling for survival against
a sea of backward and hostile Arab
states (Goliatlfrinotivated by blood-
lust -and trying44--step-thelevis1rbilf
having a plaee-of their own. -
but also compared the PLO to the Nazis
M arguing his government's refusal to
negotiate with them.
Anyone who is aware of the plight of
the Palestinian 'refugees can hardly
disagree- with former-- United -Nations
Secretary Geheral U Thant's
description of them as the "innocent
and long suffering victigasLhaaf the
Middle East conflict. The Palestinians
did nothing to deserve and were
powerless to avert the appalling in-
justice inflicted on them. Most
reasonable people would agree that any
settlement should include at least
partial justice for Palestinian refugees.
Since 1948, the United Nations the
publicly stated intention of nations like Arabs who fled the regions included inN . Egypt, Syria, and Libya to destroy. the state of Israel, either- to get away• - Israel when they are able.
• 
from war zones or because they did not
The state of Israel is.the only nation wish to live in a country with a Jewish
• 
in the Middle East that closely. a.p- majority. Since the late 1940's hundreds
By IHUGHIE LAWSON
/ • MSU Dept. of History
A lasting peace settlement in the
Mideast can only be achieved if the
United States supports Israel in two
ways: by putting American influence in
favor of Israel's right to exist, and by
providing the economic aid and
weapons that Israel needs to defend
herself. By doing this, we can protect
our economic and political interests
--and , keep Urea front being victim of
fUrther agreision.
Israel is a perfectly legitimate state.
When the Jewish community in
Palestine declared the independence of
Israel in 1948, no independent country
existed in the territory they occupied.
 Fin centuries before -rpr, Palestine
was a colony, ruled by the far-away
Sultan of the Turkish ginpire. After the
First World War, Great Britain took
control of Palestine, ruling it until after
the Second World War. Weakend by the
war, the British government dropped
its efforts to govern the Palestine,
which was very difficult in view of the
religiously varied population of
Muslims, Jews, and Christians.
When the British government an-
nounced that they were pulling out,
even though no new government was
established, the Jewish community
proclaimed their independence as the
state of Israel. The new nation,
recognized by the United Nations, the
United States, the Soviet Union, and
many other governments, then fought a
short war to defend itself against
Palestinian Arabs and nearby Arab
states who resented the creation of
Israel. Israel's adversaries then, and
until recently, insisted that their goal
was to wipe the Jewish nation off the
map.
Israel demands the destruction of no
states. She asks ithat her neighbors
accept her right *to exist and make
peace., The wars between Israel and
nearby Arab countries in 1956, 1967, and
1973, all have their root cause in the
proaches our ideals of freedom and of thousands of them have lived in
popular rule. The world has just wit- refugee camps.
nessed a free election in Israel whfeh _ -However, the Palestinian Liberationthe organized opposition party won. Organization, which claims to speak forHer adversaries, on the other haMTate the refugees, demands the destructiondominated for the most part by of Israel and its replacement by. 'aauthoritarian military-backed clic- larger country with a controlling Arabtatorships. Destruction of Israel would majority. Naturally, the Israelishrink the area of freedom in the world. government refuses to talk with theThe United States has been a PLO. Moreover, important Arab statessteadfast friend of Israel since have publicly agreed with the PLO viewPresident Harry Truman recognized its that Israel ought to be destroyed. Egyptexistence in 1948. Some other nations,,, __Nis shown. with sodoesmoit to ism&
France for example, Ka-Vett:RAI-ed. some signs of moving toward ac-Under to oil boycott tactics and changed ceptance of Israel's right to exist, buyto a less friendly attitude toward Israel. Syria has shown little progress in thatThe need for . American help is still direction.there.
- President Carter believes, and I hopeAmerican support for Israel may cost
that ke_is_sight,_ _that-a Palestinianus- something, for the Arab steles--
homeland for refugee Arabs can behostile to Israel's existence might cut
off sales or oil, hoping to pressure the
United States into betraying Israel.
This tactic cannot work for long, for
America is a major oil consumer and
businessmen do not ruin their
customers. The oil lay under the sands Will Egypt and Syria accept a
of the Middle East useless and wcir- peaceful relationship with Israel An
thless, until Europe and America exchange , for the creation of a
developed a use for it. Boycotts will Palestinian homeland on the' West
never be more than temporary Bank? We cannot be sure. until they
imitations, little discomforts that we show by word and deed that they are
can endure—as we did in 1973—to keep willing to live with Israel as a per-
faith with an old friend. Anyway, once manent Middle Eastern state. Until
the Arab nations give up their dream of ...then, the. United States must provide
wiping Israel out, the conflict and the economic aid and weapons that Israei
boycott threat will disappear. needs to defend herself and ase our
Peace in the Middle East requires influence in wbrld councils to support
attention to the Palestinian refugees, Israel's right to exist.
created, possibly in the West Bank
region now subject to military oc
cupation in Israel. Will the PLO, in
exchange for this, give up its dream of
crushing Israel?
EDITOR'S NOTE The purpose of the Local Issues Forum series is to
stimulate public interest in major issues at the locatlevel. Reader response
to the thoughts presented in these two articles is encouraged,
Letters should be addressed to Local Issues Forum, The Murray Ledger S.
Times, P. 0. Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071 Aeilshould be delivered to. the
newspaper office-by Tuesday. November 29. Letters will be compiled and
published on Thursday. December 1.
Pro and con articles on another topic of local interest will he published
on Thursday. December 8 
This series is jointly sponsored b; the ttentuCky Humanities Ctronrif;lbc
Cavite of Humanistic Studies at Murray Stale University, and The Murra
Ledger & Times.
: It seems that the desire for greatness
is inherent in practically every human
spirit. Even the school boy's heart
--throbs -with • responsive enthusiasm
when- he reads the- injunction of
Homer's hero to his son: "Always to be
  the- best -and superior taidi---othem"7-
_ .Christ did not say that it was wrong to
wish to be great. He did substitute the
greatness of love for the love • of
_greatness, and to those who are eager
for power Christ preached the might of
service. The truly great are those who
do what God wants them to do, when
where and how He wants it done.
At the very time Christ was
Manifesting His love in a very special
manner, His disciples were - demon-
strating their unlikeness to Him by
their untimely strife as to which of
thern should be accounted the greatest,
and have the preeminence in the
kingdom of God. Christ was grieved
deeply by the selfishness, jealousy, and
,-, quarreling of the disciples. They should
-have been displaying unselfish love for
one another. Christ had come to save
and to serve. Throughout His earthly
life Christ refused to allow regard for
Himself to stand in the way of the
manifestation of His love to others in
service.
Christ taught His followers that in His
kingdom ambition must always be for
service and never for dominion. I p the
kingdoms of this world greatness has
consisted of lording it over others.
Many have measured greatness by the
number of slaves or servants that a
man owned and dominated, but Christ
taught that greatness is determined by
the number of people one. can serve.
True greatness is achieved through
unselfish and loving service for Christ
and for others.
MarklE31-11—
' In view of what Christ had been
saying to His disciples about His own
• self-abasement and sorrow, it is
astonishing that they kept on thinking
 about self-a_d_yancsmen_t, but they
Because of their selfish ambitions they
entered into a heated dispute as to
which of them would have the 'place of-
preeminence in the kingdom of the
Messiah, which they were anticipating
His having on earth. They were anxious
to know which one of them would be
advanced to this position of trust and
honor. To obtain. this information, after
considerable disputation, they referred
it to the Lord.
Having overheard their arguments as
they journeyed toward Capernaum, of
which fact the disciples were not
aware, after they had eniered -the
house, Christ asked them what they had
been arguing about, but they did not
have anything to say. Theirs was the
silence of shame. Christians Should
never cherish an ambition which has its
goal inuthemselves, or of whitolt they
shall be ashamed in Christ's presence.
For an answer to their inquiry Christ
simply used a little child as an object
lesson. He used the child, in its simi
plicity, willingness to be taught, and
readiness to believe, as arrexample for
all. A little child does not even try to be
great. With this object lesson Christ
taught the disciples that they should
entertain an. humble and modest
of' themselves, and drop all.
'their contentions about primacy, as
well as their ambitious 4iews of-one
•
been assigned to the detail providing
security for the President's wife,
Rosylann, •
Not long after that article appeared.
A . W. SimñOnsJrtold -Me that he
'noon would be going to Washington and.
would be in a meeting with Mrs. Carter.
He would keep and eye out for Dale and
give him our regards.
++++++._
A couple. weeks ago. A,W. madethis
trip to Washington, .where as a member
he was to meet with the National Board
of Mental .Health. Mrs. Carter also is a
member. There are only 42 members of
the boart sirAW Ijs tri apf-etty select
circle. •
Anyway, they were having a board
meeting and awards luncheon io the
Shoreham-Americana Hotel over in the
northwest part a the city, and as the
250 or so people on hand for it started
coming into the ballroom, A. W. had his
eye out for Dale. He had never met him,
nor could he recall his name, which
makes it kind of difficult to establish
Sunday School.
contact with a total stranger.
But A. W. Is a pretty resourceful
young man, and he didn't let that bother
him to any great extent.
As he made his way to his seat, which
turned out to be at the head table with
caneelled at the last mintffe and they 'the other board members, he passed
didn't make it. _ . _ _IWO men whom he considered obviously
-The last I heard fern Date, he has - were Secret Service-agents.
Siding up to the first one, who was
standing against the wall with his arms
folded across his chest A. W. asked in a 
- low voice, "Does M. C. mean anything
to you?" Straightening up to his full
height and leaning away slightly as he
looked A. W. over closely, the man
shook his head.
As he approached the second one who
was near Mrs. Carter,- A. W. repeated
the process. "Does M. C. mean
anything to you?" he whispered. Again,
the cold, suspicious stare as the agent
shook his head.
By then A. W. had reached his
- assigned peat, and as. he. haditiagasch
"The noticed the two agents frequently
109king his way and whispering to one
another. "I know they thought I was up
to something sinister," he laughed,
"and it being a mental health meeting,
guess they were prepared ...for
anything. "Watch the guy with the
-crazy password," they seemed-to be
thinking.
A third agent, whom A. W. described
and who seemed to fit Dale's
it, II. .4 lid,
Lesson Vtlif itr111 Scrlt, arid U,r‘l porino,oxi
or. pt it 111 I:11 1 M,on
_- - - - - -
Who Is The Greatest?
Luke 22:24-27 „being greater than the other in a vainly
expected temporal kingdom. A great
" Person is one who has the. charac-
teristics of a, little child—trustfulness,
dependence,: :teachableness, and.
humility. The great man is the one who
recognizes himself as being utterly
.depeiiaent:upon Toctin every moment,
circumstance,' trial, and responsibility
of life. • r •
- True and sincere followers of Christ
rejoice in the glorious privilege of
serving their fellow men with love and
compassion in whatever capacity they
it possible to do so, and that without
any concern about what their rewards
for suth service will be. Out of hearts of
love let us serve our Lord and help our
fellowmen to the very best of our
ability. Through doing so we shall,
experience great joy.
hEARTEiN 
HEARTL1NE: You, have mentioned
CHAMPVA in your column. Can you
tell me what this is?—C.B.
A. CHAMPVA, or Civilian Health
and Medical Program—Veterans
Administration, provides medical
coverage for the spouse or child of a
veteran who has a total, permanent,
service-connected disability, or a
veteran who "has died of such a
disability. These people are eligible for
CHAMPVA provided they are not
eligible for Medicare.
HEARTIINE: I am 63 and have been
drawing Social Security disability for
four years. My disability is permanent
and there is no chance of my ever being
able to work again. I have heard that a
person can only draw Social Security
disability for a certain • number of 
years. Is there any truth to this?—F.D.
A. No. As long as you remain disabled ,
within the meaning of the law, and are .
not able to do substantial work, your
.monthly disability benefits will con-
tinue. Of course, when you reach age 65,
The -
automatically changed to retirement
benefits. At the point, your monthly
benefits would continue even if you
were to recover from your disability.
But this would not mean an increase in
your benefit.
HEARTIJNE: I retired at 65 and
started drawing my Social Security
benefits. I am now 71. My wife, having
no Social Security of her own, started
drawing her wife's benefits at 62. She is
now 67.
At present I am receiving a monthly
benefit check of $340.20. My wife is
drawing 133.10. a month. How much
Social Security would my wife receive
if I should die?—C.W. •
A. Yoiir wife would bRentitled to 100
percent of the monthly benefit you are
drawing at your death.
"Heartline's •• Guide to Social
Security" can help you understand
what Social Security benefits you mtlit
be eligible to receive. This book covers
regular retirement, disability, wife's
benefits, widow's benefits, allowed
earnings, and much more.
For your copy, send $2 to "Hear-
tline's Guide to Social Security," Box
4994, Des Moine.si Iowa 50306. If you are
• not satisfied, your money wjll be
refunded. , Please allow -six weeks- for
delivery, '
„
description, wit! 'across the room, but
A. W. never did get a chance to speak to
him. I'm anxious to check with Dale to
see if he. was at this luncheon with Mrs.
Carter.
++++++
-Before he left, however, A. W.
dispelled the agents' suspicions by
going up to the first-one'andexainlng
his"puzzling inquiry. "You see," he
said, "one of your Secret Service men is
a nephew of a friend of mine back
home. I-just wanted-to4pealt-te-hiem but-
I don't recall his name."
"Well, I'm sorry," laughed the agent,
"if you don't remember his name, I'm
afraid I can't hefp you." Then they
were gone as Mrs. Carter returned to
the White House after presenting
awards to a number of newspapers and
individuals in recognition of their
contribution -to the mental health
forts.
"I should have remembered his
name," A. W. laughed in relating the
incident la atfti•!'"iffer all his last name'
is the same as my `Middle
name—Wilson. But we'll try again the
next time the board meets."
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A new- civic organization, the
Optimist Club, has recently been
organized in Murray. Officers are Don
Henry, Paul Dailey, Jr., Ray Roberts,
and Tommy Marshall.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Laura
Smotherman, age 84.
Army .PFC Larry.Q, smith is serving
as a rifleman with his Infantry Division
near Cu Chi, Vietnam.
Airman Gary N. Carson has com-
pleted his basic traininglit Amarillo Air
Force Base, Texas, and is pow
stationed at Barksdale Air ForceHase,
La.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Washer of Kirksey
will celebrate their golden wedding
frutiversary with an open house at their
home on December 2.•
7-40 Tears. Ago
-IA:Colonel Jesse D. Jackson, Everett
D. Jones, and D. L. Divelbiss, all of
Murray, were presented special ap-
preciation awards for outstanding
service to the Boy Scouts of America at
the meeting of the Chief Chennubby
District held at . the First Christian
Chureklifiiiray.
Calloway County's 243,000 acres are
divided into eleven watersheds, ac-
cording to Yandal Wrather of the U. S.
Soil Conservation Service.
. Charles Dunn .Scarborough, son of
Mr. arid Mrs. H. M. Scarborough, is a
freshman in the school of medicine, and
Marianne Wolfson, daughter of Dr. A.
M. Wolfson, is a -graduate student in the
school of arts and science at
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. Page H.Kelley. Southern Elaptist
missionary to South Brazil, will speak
Sunday at the First Baptist Church.
In high school basketball games
Murray Training beat Kirksey, Almo
lost to Clinton, and New Concord beat
Hazel. High scorers were J. Shroat for
Murray Training, D. Edwards for
Kirksey, Kelley for Clinton, Lamb for
Almo, Willoughby for New Concord,
and Curd for Haut' •-•
30 Years Ago
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds won the KIAC championship and
defeated their traditional rivals,
Western, by the score of 21 to 0 before a
crowd -of about 5,000- , at Cutchin
Stadium, Murray.
Pvt. Harry R. Hawkins, Jr...
graduated from basic training as a
member of Trool5 B. 83rd Mechanized
Cavalry Reconnaissance_ Squadron
Combat Command A at Fort Knox.
IVIISSI Nen Adatiis and Otis Woods-
were married November 8 at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. Woods. -
The Rev. H-Nrold Luther spoke on
' 'Spiritual Eciation and Its Impor-
tance" at the meeting of the Lynn
Grove School- Parent-Teacher
Association.
The Eastside Homemakers Club met
in the home of Mrs. Eugene Shipley
with Mrs. Curtis Hays giving the lesson
on "Placing Patterns."
Murray Ledger & Times
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Worship Service 11 00 a in
El. ening V. ur ship fi 30p. m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Es ening Worship 6 30 p m .00
- FIRST IAPFEST
Morning Worship 10 45 a. m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p in
WEST Mat . .
Morrung Worship 11 00a m
SundarEvening i 00p. m
Wedriesda) Es ening 7 00 p in
Sagan SPRING
Morning Worship 11 00 a. in.










Morning Worship 1-00s rn
Evenuig Warship 7 :30 p. m
POPHAP/P110445
Mu ,isre Worstap  44-410-1,41t---
Evening Worship 6 30 p m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School 1:45 a.m.
Msentng Worship - 10A5ren:
Singing, Evening Wors. 5730,6:00p.m.
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worst': p 11:00a. in
Evening Worship 6'30 p in.
MUSE, BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11,00a. m.
Evening Worship 7 .30 p. m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10:50a. m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p. m.
- :MEW MIECARMIL NISSIONARY.._
IstOridrig -
Evi.rung Worship 7:00 p. m.
FLINT BAPTIST
‘Iorning Worship 11 00 a m















Evening Worship 5:30 p. m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School • 9:30a. m.
Worship 11:00a.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday 2:009. m.
- 3rd Sunda) .
OLD SALEM BAPTIST




.. MorningServices - 11:00em.
 g Services-
FAITH IIAPTST...
Morning Worship 11:00a. nt--
Evening Worship 6:30p. m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p. m.
-
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL'
----•-tiinCyscnci'o-t----- ' nrotra. m
_ _ Morning Worship _ 11 :00.a_ria.
1









Evening Worship . 7:00 p. m
ST. JOHN BAPTIST OWEN - - • •
Morning Worship 10:43a m
Sunday School 9:30a in
IMIP-C106.1e.
Wednesday Service - 7:00 p.m.
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Worship Serrice 11:00 am







Sunday School 9.45a. in
Morning Wgraiip 10,45
N. Y. P. S. WorOup_ -  5: m
Evening Worship 6:00 p. m
Wednesday Worship 7:00 p. in,
, LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Elongate Worship ''' Thalia rn
Sunday School 1000a.m.
Evening Warship 5:30 p.m.
N.Y.PS. Worship 5:00pm






- Sunday School. 10:01.1a. m.
Worship Services 11.00 a.m., 7 -00 p m
CALVARY TEAtItE








UNITED, 310 !IVAN AVE.
Sunday School 10'00 a m
Evening Worship 7:00p m
DIWARDIVORAPEL
• 10-00 a inSunday School
Worship Service 11_00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7.30:p. m.
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship . 10: 00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Tues & Thurs. 7.00p.m
Christian
• • • • • • OOOOOOOOO • •
AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
...Attend Church
• • O re!nr-ta• frl • • • '4' •
REST CURRAN
Worship Services 10.45a m.,7:00p.m.
MURRAYip CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10-30a m
Bible School 9.30 a. m.
:14eattigServico 6-.09P•
01ORCIEVEiSIES CHRIST
OF LATTER EMT SAINTS '
Sunday School 10,45 a m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mass 8 a in. 11 a. in., 4:30 p
'Saturday Mass 6 30 p. m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVKS 







Bible Lecture , 9:30a.m.
WYMAWS MAME. AM.!.
Worship Services, 11:00 a.m., 7,00 p.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9:45a. m.
Church Scheel m.
IMAUJIURtIRIIKRAN
Sunday School 9:15 a. m.
Morning Worship 10,30 a. m.
S1VHITMDAVADVINTIST
_Sat 111 30 frt.
Worship Service Sat 9 15a m.
the
Grambnother's House We
Go.- ills familiar.song recalls
nwmories of Thanksgiving of
the past. Today things hate
frit:mpg!. We May have..- 10...
Ira% el Ili rotigh- tralfor'int -
Else freeway to reach Grand-
mother's house_but most Ameri-
.eans cup,tbzue oiapeuiE Thaphe._
fantiliea ttlierr.*.
ever they 
• Though America has chang-
ed since the first Thanksgiving,
we still rilain eiviny of the
values of that first celebration.
First and foiemoseis the wish to.
be with families and loved ones
on this special day. Thank God.
for all your blessings, partici',
larky the greatest one-your
family.
You IN NE 01U1/01
DM (HUNCH IN YOU
• .





Morning Worship -11:00a ID
Evening Worship i30p. in
UN/TIMMY •
Morning Worship RE-30a m.
Evening Wnrship_  _AA p in.
GROIN PUMM
Bible Study 10 a.m.

























This Page Made Possible By The
- Following Supporting Firms.
Paul Welch
Concrete Products
Septic  Tistlkiss -
&ter an
"Anything in Pre-Cast Concrete"
Hwy 141. (3.1.. oast of Wormy) 753-0277
Earth Hath No Sorrow











11 00 a m















Morning Worship 10:50a. in.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m. Sunday & Wed-
nesdays
AUAO
Bthle Study 10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.






Sunday Schge- - - - 9:40 a.m.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
OAR GlOVE
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. in.
MOUNT MAWR
--Attuning Worship -- 11.00a. m.
--Evening Worship ----- 7:00p. m.
- FIRST PRESITTEUN
, Church School 9.30a. at
wsrxhioSensice 10-40 a in
eooknaR13
Bibles & Church,Suppfies
„Reference 8. Inspirational Books








Worship Service 11 a.m., lst Sunday , 10-00.
m. 3rd Sunday, Sunday School 10:00*. in.,
2nd &
• . MARTINS CMAPM. UNITED
Worship Service 11.00a.m.
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service 9 30 a.m.
Sunday School 11:00a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNTIED
Sunday School 10-00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11.00a. m._
ILIEWS4,1 UMW
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7•00 p.
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11:00 am. 1st & 2nd Sun-
day., 10:00 am. 3rd & 4th, Sunday School
10:00 a. in. 1st & 2nd Sunday, 11.00 a. m. 3rd
& 4th Sunday
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship 10:00 ern.
Sunday School 11:00a.m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship 8 454 10.50a at
RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 a. In.
Morning Worship MOO'. in.
LYNN GROVE
Morning Worship Service 111111a,
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
GOSISNMITHOONT
Morning worship Services 9:30a. m.
Sunday School 10.40 a. m.
Evening services: 1st., 3rd. & 5th Sundays
Preaching Service 6:30 p. m.
COLE'S CAMPGROWID
wartime service 10:00 a. m.
_ OIXTURARRINIIIINTIO
Worship Service -
1st& 2nd Sundays 11:00a.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunder'
MT. HURON
Worship Service 10:00 a. in. Let Sunday &
11:00 a. in. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School 11:00
•. in. Lit Sunday - 10:00 a. m. 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Sunday
MT. CJiRMR
Worship Service 10.00 a. in. 2nd Sunday:
11:00 a. in. 4th Sunday Sunday School 10:00








1st & 3rd Sunday 9.30 a
Evening • 7 00 P. ni•
20d & 4th Sunday -. 11;00 a.
No Evening Worship
RETIRE UNITED
1st & 3rd Sunday 11:00a.m.




Morning Worship-....-- 11:00 a. wi.
Evening 
rroists-aitiaiment
Morning Wondtip___ . . 1:45 a.m.
10:45 a. m.
Keel Purchase Tire
Year Complete Tire Service Center
"We Sericite Theo AR-LOrge or %NV
Max Buil




- Complete Ainsasatic Transmission Semite
- Frost Isal Alignment
- Comphite Too.-Up & loorili 5erileri-
200 S. 7t4 7 5 3.1 751
Radiator & Auto Glass Service
Kentucky Fried Chicken
-"It's Finger titian' Good"
In Our Delicious Beef sod Ham Seedwidea


















Top OraMity Used Cars
NM Coldwater Rd • Phew, 753-6448
PHILLIPS Rudy Lovett





Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky. Corvette Lanes
Member FDIC
So. 12th it Story Chestnut St. 
-Bowling At lts Best- •




Your Uni-Royal lire Dealer




A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT




MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-131'9
Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance
Jffs Shopping CenterWhirlpool Sales & Service Quasar7 5 3-303 7
gue 4e‘azy Restaurant
Famous Fish Dinners
Os Hwy. 41st Aurora
Phone 47 4-2 202
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal

















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your. Fertilizer Needs"






401 Olive - 753-5312
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
"Go To Church Sunday
Tiny Tot
Day Care
Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky licensed






Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store
DeVonti's Steak
& Pizza House
Let us Entertain You
Murray
alig Theatres
tit IR Arrerlf MN 001, Randy Thornton Service Co.




An Image Of God












Jerry D. Lents, Donald A. lows end Lorry Suitor, 'weirs
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple Phone 753-1713
Worship Regularly Jesus Saves
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
If God is your partner,
make your plans large
 firormomiran=1/4




6 a m lips.
Fr, 1 Sat





West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
serving crew.. CsIIqwuy, 140,11.641 Corhsle /sortie) M y end
lorry sp., Tow ,
753-4351 or 247-4350 Ky. Lake State Park
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM - MGR.




Serving Fare fosnallos Gams 1136
Industrie, Rd 753-2124
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University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
'One of the most practically profound
statements ever uttered about life are the
striking words of Jesus: "...Take heed, and beware
of covetousness. for a man's life consisteth not in
the abundance of the things which he
possesseth." (Luke:12:13). Now, can we really take
Jesus seriously! I niean, you know, Jesus didn't
live in affluent America where the_"whole ball of
wax- is how much you've got! He didnTconfront
,,a culture and a society that worships at the
shrine and altar of comfort, convenience, and ac-
cumulation.
Qh! Yes! "Jesus Christ, the-same _yesterday,
_ tplay, and forever," knew exactly ,what he was
talking about! A dying man isn't Computing his
estate as much as he is his state! You See,
brought nothing into this world, and it is certain
that we- can carry nothing out." Those who really'
enjoy the luxuries of living are those who "see"
eternal things-lint, and who recognize the tem-
poral things as gifts of God for His glory and our
.. enjoyment You and I will be all right if we will
possess .our- -possessions and not allow our -
possessions to possess us.
It's the greatest thing in the world
tribes Cheistiaa.
By The Associated Press
Second-ranked Alabama at-
tempts to wrap up its llth per-
fect season in Southeastern
Conference_ _football com-
petition Saturday, when the
Crimson Tide tangles with
archrival. Auburn at Bir-
mingham.
Alabama, 9-1 overall and 6-0
in the conference; clinthed its
- sixth SEC title in seven yeArs
several weeks ago to earn the
-antorhatie -Sugar' 13owT-tieith-
where the Tide will meet Ohio
State Jan. 2.
In capturing 15 champion-
ships, Alabama has recorded
perfect records 10 times.
Four other games involving
SEC teams are on Saturday's
schedule, three involving
longtime rivalries between
Georgia and Georgia Tech,
Vanderbilt and Tennessee,
and Florida and Miami of
Florida.
The other game has
Wyoming at Sun Boll-bound
Louisiana • State, where
Charles- Alexander has a shot
at Claiming the nation's
rushing title.
Alexander, a junior, already
holds the SEC record for a
season with 1,455 _yards and
currently ranks third
nationally. The leader, Try
Miller of Oklahoma State,lias
finished his season with 1,680
yards.
Alexander would need 226
yards to surpass Miller, and
The ISU star already has a
237-yard- effort this year. He
also trails Earl Campbell of
Texas, who has 1,522 'yards
going into his finale .against
Texas A&M Saturday.
Alabama is a' whopping
three-touchdown favorite to
down Aubilin,' 5-5 and 4-1,
before a sellout crowd of 70,000
in Legion Field.
The largest crowd, 80,250, is
expected at Knoxville where
Tennessee will attempt to
avoid going winless within the
conference for the first time in
history. --
Both Vandy and Tennessee
have 0-5 SEC records, but the
Vols are a one-touchdown fa-
vorite.
Florida also ranks as a 7-
point choice over Miami,.
which has lost four straight
Lakeway Village Shopping Center
NA, to Uncle Lee's) Paris, Tenn. Hwy. 79E E1%. 79E
Store Hours: 4-6 A.M.-8 P.M. Mon .;Sat.
642-8142
GIFT CERTIFIL1.4,TES A 1 AILABLE
games. Both teamstiose their
season next week, Florida
against Florida State and
Miami agianst blotto Dern•
Georgia and Georgia Tech
will match 5-5 recirds in their
clash before a Grant Field
crowd of 60,000. It is the first
time since 1963 that neither
team was headed for a bowl
game. Georgia Cosok....Viact
Dooley, completing his 14th
'year, has never hod--a-kenng
-season,- bat-Teek is- a-alight-fa—
vorite to end that trend.
In the only Thanksgiving
day game. involving an area
team, Keith Thibodeaux
passed for 160 yards and ran
for another 45 to lead II,
(
Louisiana Tech to a- 20-0
victory over Northeast
Louisiana.
Pie In The Eye
BOSTON TAP)
Boston Bruin Dave Forbes
laughed as he. wiped gobs of
shaving cream away from
eyes. He had just been 'Vied."
And an entire television au-
dience saw it.
Forbes, drafted by the
Washington Capitals from
Boston earlier this year, was
being interviewed live-on TV




In the middle of a Forbes
comment, a figure appeared
on the TV screen and slapped
the pie square into Forbes'
face. The pie pusher fled ‘off




Forbes paused for a second,
then asked Peirson,--"Do you
have a towel?" ,
Sports writers at the Boston
Garden said Forbes could not
have been angered by the
mess. They said the attacker
was John (Frosty) Forristall,
an assistant trainer for the
Bruins and a Forbes chum.
TENNIS
OVIEDO, Spain — Third-
seeded Sherwood Stewart
upset top-seeded Bjorn Borg 6-
1,7-6 in the. first round of the




Light up your Thanksgiving table with
one of these beautiful
CHANDELIERS of Strass crystal
ALSO beautiful ceiling fixtures and wall fixtures, in
many differbnt styles to-choose fitOm at affordable ,
4.prices.
— tet ready for Christmas —
— Shop early for best selection —












(116. WE HAVE WHAT WE ADVERTISE IF AT ALL POSSIOLEM OW to
conditions beyond, our control we run out of OD advertised
special we substitute a comparable brand et o similar savings or
give you a rain check for the advertised special at the. special
- -prielunky4irneAtnthin.-40.41rer -114-41,44ANift 'MAT WE SW.
you ore ever dissatisfied with o Kroger purchase we will
replace your item qr refund your money_ .,, .,.... .:_. _.
111 E





111.11 with this Coupon and '10 00 purchose excluding aems prohbifed beeon and in odditior to the cost of coupon rnecchondise Subject to
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rit reservid Copynght 1977 The Krows Co
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Tigers_Set For Season Opener Tuesday
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
There is not a basketball
coach in the First Region who
would question the abilities of
Murray High coach Cary
Miller.
Already, some of the
coaches in the Region are
saying Murray High will
surprise a let of people this
season and bP tournament
time, the-Tigers could be a
very tough club.
• - - - - - • -
To someone not familar with
Miller, that might sound like a
Iota. baloney, especially when
one considers the fact Murry
was 22-4 last year and was one
of the top eight teams in the
state only this year, they have
one starter returning from
that group.
However...
Murray High, his clubs have
. _ won .,40' games and losthut. 10.
TO OPEN TUESDAY - The Murray High Tigers will open their basketball season by hosting Trigg County Tuesday. Members of
Neither Murray High fans nor
the team are top row, left to right, Jeff Kursave, Brad Taylor, Howard Boone, Fronk Gilliam, Coach Cary Miller, Willie Perry, Greg
lotto and assistant coach Mark Brady. Middle row, David Stripling, Ed Harcourt, Nick Hibbard, Bradley Wells, Craig Perry and
Nicky Swift. Front row, Jon Alexander, Mike Bradshaw, Bill Wilson, Guy Furr and Bob Daniel.
(Staff Photo by Mike ilrandoo)
Bowl Bids To Be Decided With
Long-Time Grudge Games
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer ,
They started It when
Howard Jones was coaching
at Southern Cal and Bill
Spaulding at UCLA almost a
half-ce.h1AFY ago. 
Afterthe Trojans won-the
first game 76-0 in 1929, and
then the second 52-0 in 1930,
they decided that the Bruins
weren't quite ready for big-
league competition.
- It wasn't until 1936-that the
Southern Cal-UCLA series
. was resumed, and that year it
resulted in a 7-7 tie, proving
that the Bruins at last
belonged in the -same league
with ,their redhot letracity
rivals.
It'S been that Way since, and
one of the nation's most legen-
dary college football rivalries
continues tonight with the
usual clash of cymbals and the
normally-present high stakes.
This time, however, the
roles will be reverse&
Southern Calls cast in the part
of spoiler, for a change. The
Trojans, who-irr- past years7
have made the Rose Bowl -
almost a permanent home,
will be trying to knock UCLA
out of it and at the same time,
make a dash for the Blue-
bonnet Bowl.




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
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A victory Over the 17th-
ranked Bruin §" will get
Southern Cal that consolation
prize and allow 14th-ranre-d
Washington to sneak, into the
Rose Bowl on Jan. 2 for the
first time since 1962.
- Before. the Trojans and
Bruins meet tonight, two other
bowl pictures will be cleared
up. The winner of the Okla-
homa-Nebraska game earlier
in the day olaima the Big
Eight championship and a rip
to the Orange Bowl against
Arkansas Jan: 2. The loser's
consolation. prize will be a
Dec. 19 date at the Liberty
Bowl to play North Carolina.
Third-ranked Oklahoma
needs-a-victory Or a tie MAIM
big game while No. 11 Nebras-
ka must win to get a shot at the
Razorbacks in the Orange
Bowl.
The Razorbacks enhanced
the Orange Bowl role with a
comeback 17-14 victory over
scrappy Texas Tech Thur-
sday. The Red Raiders, , a
Tangerine Bowl entrant, Kerd
a 14-3 lead at halftime of the
Thanksgiving Day game
before the - sixth-ranked
Razorbacks scored twice on
touchdown passes by Ron
Calgani.
In other Thanksgiving Day
games, Larry Fortner's 10-
yard touchdown pass to Paul
Warth • in the -final period
sparked Miami of Ohio over
Cincinnati 12-7 and Ricky
Patton ran 85 yards for a TD th
the fourth period, leading
Jackson State over Alcorn
State 23-16.
Meanwhile, several other
traditional rivals will be
waiting in the wings for-
Saturday's competitipn.
Among them will be Pitt and
Penn State, both bowl-bound.-
The Niftany Lions are.heading
for the Dec. 25 Fiesta Bowl
and Arizona State hopes to be
waiting for- them. The Sun
Devils need a victory over
Arizona tonight to clinch a
piece of the Western Athletic
Conference crown. Pitt will
-play Clemson 1)ec. 30 in the
Gator Bowl.
Secontkaaked _ Alabama.-
prepping for a Jan. 2 Sugar
Bowl date against Ohio State,
playa 'Auburn. Louisiana
State, which plays Stanford in
the Dec. 31 Sun Bowl, goes
against Wyoming. Georgia
faces Georgia. Tech, Florida.
plays at Miaini; Fla., Vãn-
derbilt meets Tennessee,
Texas Christian faces Baylor,
Houston takes -on Rico and
Utah plays New Mexico in
some of the major ones.
The best known of the rival-
ries will be the Army-Navy
game before a usual sellout
crowd of 100,000 at JFK Sta-
chum in Philadelphia.
Top
MONTREAL AP) - Run-
ning back Jimmy Edwards of
the Hamilton Tiger Cats, who
averaged almost 100 rushing
yards per game in the 1977
season, has been named the
outstanding player in the
Canadien Football League.
Runnerup for the honor a
year ago to .§atskatchewan
quarterback Ron Lancaster,
Edwards- was selected Thurs-
day over another quar-
terback, Jerry Tagge; who led
the British Columbia Lions to






















































































• Miller are going to be bringing
out crying towels this season.
"It's awfully hard to-replace
people like we had last year,"
Miller said.
'When you have tclub like
• we hadlis-t•Ye-iirlillivaS hard
to give some of the younger
people playing time. But we
had an awfully good team on
the jayvee level. They finished
9-4. They lost twice to a junior-
dominated Marshall County
team and once apiece to Cairo
and-Christian County," Miller
said. . -
On paper, the Tigers are
-losing. 62 points from last
year's team. Gone are Andrea
Perry, Brett Harcourt,
Raymond Sims, Bill McHugh,
Lindsey Hudspeth and Richie
Richardson.
That folks, is some mighty
fine talent to replace. And it
wOU1d1e'6hi- MOST fi0OpTe
would think Miller would do
well to win as many as 10
games airs bine around, but.
"I think the group we have
will improve as tpe year goes
Da„ We area very _dose-knit
group and a very intelligent
bunch of people. We have 10
honor roll students on our
baildub. I think-we'll Make up -
a lot for our lack of experience
with our teamwork and our
good, Sound defense," Miller
said.
How good and sound can
that,. always-tough Tiger
deferWhe, with all the speed
.off last year's club now gone?
"We have adequate
quickness to play our man-to-
man, pressure defense,"
Miller said.
The -one player who will be
good to build any team around
is Frank Gilliam, a 6-21/
senior center who will be
starting for his third season.
He averaged near twin figures
last season.
"Frank has shown a lot of
progress and he shows a great
deal of leadership charac-
teristics. He's a fine shooter, a
good rebounder and a very
sound basketball player. His
defense has really improved.
He might be one of the most
improved players in this
Region," Miller said.
There are- three people
fighting for the two starting
• forward spots. They include 6-
1 junior Ed Harcourt, 6-1
senior Willie Perry and 6-31/2
junior Howard Boone.
"Willie is a letterman. He
had enough experience last
year to really give him strong
desire. to play 'this year. He
jumps well and has shown a
great attitude and desire to
improve -his game. - _
. .
"Harcourt is another let-
terman. He's an exceptional
-leaper and a very heady
ballplayer. He has good
shooting range and moves
well both offensively and
defensively.
"Boone is playing his second
year of high school ball. He
played- for our jayvee team
last year. He's one of our most
improved players. He does a
real line job ialide and if he
contiapes .'to develop, he's
gang to' us," muter
said.
Starting at guards for
Murray High will be 5-9 senior
Bill Wilson and 6-1 junior Brad
Taylor, both of whom were
teammates this past summer
on the Murray. American
Legion baseball team.
"Wilson is a good perimeter
shooter. He absolutely gives
everything he has every
second, he's a real sparkplug
for us. Taylor played on the
jayvee team last year, as did
all of our kids who are juniors
and several of the seniors.
• "He's a good baRhandier
and shooter, plays real tough
on defense and is a very in-
telligent ballplayer.
"Jeff Kursave was really
coming along well for us 'until
he separated a shoulder in
practice. Bob Thurman, who
we expect to give usw lot of-tough but.uur-tbkilosaPhy is to
help at guard, sprained an try Iliad Play the beet corn-
ankle two weeks-ago and is petition we-can find. We have
_gal Q/1 crtliApS. So the _in- Mayfield, Symsonia and
juries to those who have taken-MI:alai-County twlce- pros
away some from our depth.
"But we feel a couple Of
juniors, David Stripling
( forward) and Mike Brad-
shaw (guard) can give us
some depth," Miller added.
Millet said his major
weakness would be, as ob-





County Parks and Recreation
Department will hold an
organizational meeting for the
Adult Basketball League
Monday, Dec. 5, at 7:00 p.m.,
at the Murray Qty Hall.
All coaches and team
representatives are urged to
attend this initial meeting.
"But when March rolls
around, I don't think we'll
have problems with inex-
pe.rieace. This group can be as
good as they want to be.
They've scrinunated against
and helped make some pretty
good players who made it to
the Regional finals the last
two years.
"As usual, our schedule is
Tilghman and 'Calloway
County once in addition hi
good out-of-region teams such
as -Trigg County, Todd Cen-
tral, Cairo and Christian
County.
The season for Murray High
will open at home Tuesday
against Trigg County.
Then next Friday, it will be
a rematch of last year's First
Region finals as the Tigers
play at Paducah TlIghmen.
Nov. trigs: County
Dec. 2 at Tilghman
Dec. 9 at Wing°
Dec. 10 at Carlisle Comity
Dec. 13 Symsonia
Dec. 15-17 Calloway Tourney
Jan. 3 at Marshall County
Jan. 6 at Fulton County
Jan. 10 Wing°
Jan, 13 Mayfield
Jan. 17 at Farmington
Jan. 20 Calloway ( at MSU
Jan. 27 at.Ballard
Jan. 31 at Cairo
Feb. 3 Christian County
















Here's a treat all America loves —
the Ground Round Dinner. A full
.ha.14-potind-ot. trias114-ground_beef,
with choice of potatoes, tossed
- salad or cote slaw. roll and -butter,
,aridOpiCia rings. ,




Honest Food...at Honest Prices!
South 12th Street
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12T11 ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
fOR THE RESIDENTS Of MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA







2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE
Buy One Pair at Reg. Price, Get-A Second Pair Free!!•
This offer includes Men's, Women's and Childrens' Shoes! Dress, Casual, Con-
verse Canvas
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Racer Women Cagers To
Play At Home Monday
By TONY WILSON
The Murray State University women's baskgtball
although a !oder in both its games last, Weekend in Middle
Tennessee's Tip-Off 'Tournament in Murfreesboro; was
praised by first-year coach Jean Smith.
The Racers lost 77-61 in their opener with Mississippi State,
then dropped an 88-72 decision to Memphis State, the tour-
ney's consolation-Winner, • - -
- • The University-of KerituldryllefeatedMidtfle Tentresfee 82-
80 for the' title.
"We played well, especially against Memphis State," said
Smith, "and once my players -realized the caliber of the
teams that beat them, they weien'tlisappointed."
Both Memphis State, 28-9 last season, and Mississippi State
were nationally-ranked in pre-season polls. • -
Junior center Jackie Mounts led Murray in scoring with 16
and 29 points, respectively. Freshman guard Laura Lynn had
14 and 9, and junior-college transfer Cyndy Barris chipped in
10 and 16.
-Jackie's just continuing where she left off last year (17.7
points, 12.9 rebounds), and Laura Lynn's play didn't surprise
me in the least," said Smith. "She's capable of leading a
team."
The Racers had 33 turnovers against Mississippi State, but
lowered their total to 12 against Memphis State.
StIAP PO a tulttca_uxt pr.o..s_ps mart tliGht.;
and that, combined with early-season jitter376rcid us into a
large number of errors," Smith said. "But we were much
more composed in the Memphis State game."
Kathy Hughes and Roxan Maddix, both returnees from last
year's squad, were cited by Smith for their play. Maddix
scored 10 points, and Hughes led the team in assists with 5. .
* Murray will open its home season against Dyersburg State
nerd Monday in the Sports Arena, prior to the men's contest



















200 E.Main Center 753_3361
( MURRAY LEDGER 1%.? TIMES) Young Players Helping
owls Baseball's Popularity
Griese Leads Dolphins
To Rout Of Cardinals
By TOM CANA VAN
AP Sports Writer
Bob Griese missed his
Thankgiving turkey, so he
feasted on the next best en-
tree: St. Louis Cardinal.
Griese ripped an injury-
riddled St: Louis secondary
with six touchdown passes,
including three to wide
receiver • Nat Moore, and
directed Miami to a 55-14 bout-
the Cardinals Thursday to
keep the Dolphins' National
Football League playoff hopes
alive.
"I didn't think it was going
to be this easy," Griese said
after coming within one touch-
down pass of equalling the
NFL onegame record. "The
 line Was blocking well and it
was just a matter of hitting the
open man."
Griese's six touchdown
passes established a Miami
club record and was the most
,productive game for a
quarterback since Joe
Namath threw the same
number against the Baltimore
Colts in 1972. Miami's point
total also established a team
srecord.
lir the other-Thanksgiving
Day game, Chicago overcame
a 7-43 halftime deficit and
defeated Detroit-31-14.
' Griese marched the
Dolphins, 8-3, to AI-wild-owns
on their first two possessiOns
against the Cardinals, 7,4, who
were playing without safety
Mike Sensibaugh and cor-
nerback Lee Nelson.
He culminated the first
drive with a 4-yard pass to
The
Value Pack 
You get 12 pieces of fish,
8 Southern style
hush puppies, a pint of









Good Fri., Sat., I Sun.
12th & Olive
7534383
Moore and climaxed to second
with a 7-yard pitch to Duriel
Harris.
"They had a situation
(injuries), and we had an
opportunity. We could rtuAnd
we could pass."
Griese chose mostly tO pass,
completing 15 of 23 for 227
yards. He.cloaed his first-half-
aerial , barrage with. touch-
downs of 9- and 28-yards to
Moore and hit Gary Davis and
Andre Tillman with strikes of
17 and 37 yards in the second
half.
The defeat snapped a six-
game Cardinals winning
streak. It also was the most
points surrendered by St.
Louis in their 58-year NFL
history.
Cardinals Coach - Don
Coryell had a simple analysis
after the game:
"We just got the holy heck
kicked out of us by a team that.
is far superior to us," Coryell
said.
Bears 31, Lions 14
Walter Payton scored two
touchdowns, one ona 75-yard
pass from Bob Avellini, and
Chicago exploded for 31 points
in- the --See611i3 -half - tb defeat
Detroit.
Avellini also threw a 45-yard
touchdown pass to Bo Rather
and scogd on a one-yard
plunge as the Bear' moved
within -one-half -genie of the
Minnesota Vikings in the
NationalFootball - Con-
ference's Central Division.
"We were lucky to stay
close in the first half with all
the mistakeswe made. But we
McFarland, Hutchison
And Jez Named All-OVC
Three members, of the Murray State Racer football team
have been named to the All-Ohio Valley Conference First
Team.
On defense, Eddie McFarland was selected for the All-OVC
Team for the third consecutive year. He led the Racers in
tackles this season.
Also making the First Team were junior guard Dan Hut-
chison and senior center Jim Jet.
Three Racers were named to the Second Team Defense.
They were tackle Bruce Martin, defensive end and Sam
Franklin and cornerback Roy Hackley.
Three Racers also received honorable mention. They were






LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP I - Kentucky basketball Coach Joe
Hall admitted_he_ knew little about Situthern Metithdist
University, except that the Mustangs had "good size."
"I don't know much about them except for theirkess
releases," Hall said in an interview.
The somewhat anonymous Mustangs of the Southwest
Conference visit here Saturday night as the second-ranked
Wildcats open their quest for a fifth national championship.
- • The talk among KenttieltY Veterans has- ifentered-Oti-
national title since practice began Oct. 15.
They showed potential for reaching that goal by trouncing
the Soviet Union National Team, 109-75, before nearly 11,000
partisans here earlier this month.
"I thought offensively we piayen a little better tnan
defensively," Hall said of the victory, which came after just
three weeks of practice. "I was surprised we accomplished
as much as we did."
SMU returns three starters, all seniors, from last years 8-
10 team, including 6-foot-10-center T.J. Robinson, who scored
10.8 points and snared 6.5 rebounds per game last year.
The other returning starters are 6-7 forward Jeff Swanson,
who averaged 12.6, and 6-6 forward Joe Swedlund, who
scored 13 Points per game.
Ricci Greenwood, a 5-9 freshman from Seattle, and
sophomore Phil Hall were expected to start at guard for
Coach Sonny Allen's team.
Kentucky counters with 6-5 Jack Givens and 6-10 Rick
Robey at forward with 6-10 Mike Phillips at center. ,
Purdue transfer Kyle Macy has nailed down one backcourt
spot, but Hall said he probably would wait until shortly
before the game to decide between junior Truman Clay tor
and Sophomore Dwane Casey for the other guiird spot.
"The main thing is that Claytor has a hip irrturyri Hal!
said. "Hecbruised it, but he looked better in pfactice"
Tuesday."
Jay Shidler, who started at guard last season, had a .cast
removed from his right foot last week. He broke a small bone
in the foot early in practices last month and Ball said he
would be out indefinitely.
"He's doing some running, but it depends on how much he's
hung in there and didn't
collapse," Bears Coach Jack
Pardee said. "In the second
half we executed better and-
took the the game to them."
Detroit scored on a 52-
fumble return by Ed O'Neil
and a 16-yard touchdown pass
from Greg Landry to David
Hill.
Pro Cage Standings




• W L Pct. GB
Phila 12 b .706 -
N York 9 7 .563 21/2
Buff 9 9 .500 31/2
Bstn 5 10 .333 6
N Jersey 2 14 .125 91/2
Central Division
Cleve 11 5 .688 -
Mints 10 5 .667 '7.2
S Anton 11 8 .579 11/2
N OrIns 10 8 .556 2
Wash 8 7 .533 2
Houstn 6 10 .375 41/2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midtwest Division
Denver 12 7 .632 -
Milw 9 8 .529 2
Chcgo 8 8 .500w 21/2
Ind 7 10 .412 4
Dtrt 6 10 .375 41/2
K.C. 6 14 .353-5
Pacific Ditt,ision
Port 13 3 .813 -
Phnix 9 6 .600 31/2
Gldn St 9 9 .500 5
L.A. 7 10 .412-41/2
Seattle 5 14 .265 91/2
Wednesday's Results
Baiiiiii109, Houston 100
Indiana 126, Golden State 116
Philadelphia 106, Detroit 105
Atlanta 105, Denver 104
San Antonio 132, New Jersey
119 -
Milwaukee 172, Kansas City
116 -
-Portland 116, Chicago 111
Seattle 313, Los Angeles 89'
Thursday's Games
Cleveland 97, Phoenix 82
New Orleans 131, Denver 129
Pro Grid Standings






Miami - 8 30 .727 255 163
N Eng 6 4 0 .600 210 161
NY Jets 2 80 .200 155 273
Buff 2 8 0 .200 119 228
Central Division
Cleve 6 40 .600 221 182 .•
Pitts 6 40 .600 210 177
Hstn 5 50 .500 211 155
cinci 5 50 -.500148184
Western Division
Dnvr 9 10 .900200 98
Oakld 8 2 0 .800 247 162
S Diego 5 50 .500 137 136
Seattle 3 7-0 .300-180-263-




Dallas 8 20 .800 251 150
S Louis- 7 4 0 .06 238 217
Wash 6 40 .600 136 141
'NY Gts 4 60 A00 118 199
Phlla 3 70 .300 156 155
central Division
Minn 6 40 .600 147 138
Chgo 6 50 .545 212 234
Dtrt 5 60 .455 140 202
Gn Bay 2 80 .200 92 162
Tpa Bay 0 10 0 .000 53 175
Western Division
LA. 7 30 .700 236 108
Atlnta 5 50 .500110 63
S Fran 4 6 0 .400 124 157
N OrIns 3 7 0 .300 181 232
Thursday's Results
Chicago 31, Detroit 14
Miami 55, St. Louis 14
Sunday's Games
- Atlanta at Tampa Bay
Los Angeles at Cleveland
New York Giants at Cincin-
nati
Philadelphia at New England
.Pittsburgh at New York Jets
Kansas City at Houston
Minnesota at Green Bay
Baltimore at Denver
Dallas at Washington
New Orleans at San Fran-
cisco
San Diego at Seattle
out of shape and how-much atrophy there has been in the Mboda,y's Game
footZ Hall said. "Its a week4o week thing: We have it Ailfitelra - .at. Qakland,




NEW YORK (AP) -
Everything in baseball is not
euphoric,- but America's
favorite pastime is floating on
the -wave of "What 't
sidislooer 
om-
- Bowie Kuhn calls
"the Fidrych Syndrome."
"We have a new generation
Unit has fallen in love with the
game," the tall, low-key
executive said; his Optimism
reflecting the rosy color of his
shirt: "In the past few years
we have seen our young people
move more toward the arts
and cultural things, and I
think you can say that
hiiball, with its non-violent
nature, has benefitted from example.
this trend. "I don't recall a Series -
"I don't consider enot even the rniting"Boston-
presumptuous when I' say Cincinnati Series in 1975 -
beaebali. ,16 attrICUPG Illgre that gerierated.aimuch_tallt," _
)roung people than any other he added. "Two old rivals, the
major sport. More and more, contrast in the two teams and
these fans relate to the game's the exciting players. -
personalities: "The volatile Reggie
"Mark Fidrych , is a Jackson ... the young, at-
manifestation of it - a unique tractive Steve Garvey ...
individual that has brought Sparky Lyle ... and the two
new stimulation to the sport.
How long has it been since you
saw a crowd call a nla5;er out
of the dugout to take a bow
after the game was over?"
The barons of baseball go
into their winter meetings in
Honolulu in less than two
weeks facing a slate of
headaches - some new, some
old." Topping the agenda
probably will be the economic 
problem, • rising out. of the
unrealistic multi-million
dollar price tags on free
agents, threatening to din*
the competitive scales. off
balance.
Old scorched acorns include
the crunch in the Bay-Area
(where Oakland and San
Francisco provide one too
many teams for ---the
population); the jirorpect of
getting a franchise in
Washington, D.C., where a
watchdog Congress resides
plus the collective bargaining
agreement and television
contract, each of which has
two more years remaining.
But the baseball brass 'can
go to the peaceful islands Dec.
5-9 with buttons popping over
an attendance boom which
keeps breaking records every
year. Crowds in 1977 were up
22 per cent over 1976 and 26
per cent over 1975. The
54,244,382 fans in 1977
represented a total increase of
20 million over the previous.
two seasons.
Spectator interest sarried
over to the playoffs and World
Series, with total attendance
contrasting managers, Billy
Martin and Tom Lasorda."
Kuhn acknowledged that the
princely salaries,
automatically turning players
into superstars, may have
contributed to the surge of
new interest, but he gave
much of the credit for the
game's attendance spiral to
the emergence of Mark "The
Bird" Fidrych.
Fidrych is the flighty
Detroit pitcher who burst on
the scene like a thunderclap as
a raw, uninhibited- rookie-in--
1976 and mpqrneri744. fans -
with his mound _antics and
%vinnttig ways. Hetalketttd-thEs
ball, did gardening around the
mound and won baseball
games.
It was on a nationally
televised game in Detroit June
28, ‘1976 that "The Bird"
dazzled the Yankees 5-1.
Thousands remained in the
stands, cheering wildly urftil
Fidrych came out to take a
bow. Fidrych continued to fill
ball parks until suffering an
arm injury last season.
"Fidrych popularized the
curtain call in ba.seball." Said
Kuhn. "Now it's become a










WE DELIVER AND INSTALL
P.O Box 1309
601 E 14th Si
Owensboro. Ky 42301
Cotteet (5a21-931‘.A246" • '
Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse
Rent your own personal Warehouse for pennies a day.
for 15 games - 813,005 -
exceeding that of the 17 games
played in 1976. The World
Series alone drew 337,708.
-'tA-baseball game is not-just
a caatests,--itikahaPPeling."
said Kuhn, an imposing 6-foot-
5 figure who maintains a
pokerstraight physique and
low profile. "It may sound
corny but I think it best
reflects the personality of the
-country. It involve; conflict,
hot emotions, partisan
feelings.
"It also involves per-
sonalities - especially per-
sonalities."
The commissioner cited the
World Series as the best
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
,For....home owner; apartment dweller, mobile home
dsveller,_sinall or-large businessman, mover, anybody
with a spaceproblem.
_ Includes Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
entrance; security, tights, insurance.. _
753-4758
641 North, Center Drive
Hear porkies Pancake Nov*., baled Carl Howard Used Cars.
U-LOCK IT U-STORE IT
U-KEEP THE KEY
51x10'  month slow









Savings On ALL CASE GARDEN
TRACTORS in stock - with more than 22
to choose from.
OFFER GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER 30, 1977
503 Walnut • illicr.mkx, 153-3062
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FOR SATURDAY, NON'EM BER 26, 1977
WhEt _day - will
tomorrow be? To find out what
-the stare say; read thaorecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
There may be some conflict
between desire and necessity.
• B. realistic ast(e_Arien usually
is:. and-the-answer-Will come.
Rpmance and travel favored.
. 21 to May 21) tiqi?
me intrigue possible in
social circles. YOU remain
thScreel and keep involvement
tcrimum,
tEMiNI
May fl to June 21)
The accent is now on social
activity. Welcome the op-
portunity to meet people, make
new friends, perhaps to make




Sane 22 to July 23) 0
Do not be deceived by high- PISCES Xt-Av
sttinding .promises. Study_ r Feb,. 20 to Mar. 20,
persons and situations with Be patient if things don't go
- roe- usual keen perception,
then act as your best judgment
- dilates. -
MO n
(July 24 to Aug. 2.3) 4161
Personal relations under
. sctinething of a cloud. Be




(Aug. 24 to Sept. 2(31 nv
You usually like to solve your
own problems, but don't ar-
bitrarily reject another's idea.
It may be more practical than
yopr own.
EMMA 
-fLi Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) _
- -Stellar influences now -warn
•against- unstable notions and
weak or deceptive associations;
also indifference, which leads
one nowhere:-
SCORPIO
(Oct. -24 to Nov. 22) in'
Don't look askance at those
'who disagree with you or'ex-
press "way out- ideas. On
consideration, you may find -
that they contain germs of
wisdom Overall, a szoriusing
day.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A splendid period for
proceeding onward to your
-rats. ItydiieffflotWorking, at
least get in some good planning.
. .Good news in the p.m.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ./d
A day. in whicli_to enwhits#e
tolerance and understanding.
Grant leniencies that please,
without forsaking' fair staM
dards.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to FelY 19)
Impulsiveness MUST be
avoided now. Also, tern-
peramentalism and going to
extremes. In- routine matters,
you slibuld do well, especially if
you maintain a flexible attitude.
-quite according ,te, plan, M
unforeseen, .but necessary,
alteration of your program
could prove quite beneficial in
the long run.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed- with a lively
imagination arid great sen-
sitivity, and are more likely to
choose one Of the -arts at 'a
career than Many others of your
Sign, who generally prefer the
fields of business, finance or the
law. In this connection, you
could especially excel in mu.sic,
sculpture, painting or
literature, with the latter your
best- bet. You love sports, the
outdoors - and - animals-
--especially dogs- and horses--
and may breed than as a
hobby-. Traits . to curb:
secretiveness and a tendency
toward excessive gambling.
Birthdate - of: Robert Goulet,
singer-actor; Alan King,
comedian.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Most of Kentucky's 120 court-
houses have serious fire haz-
ards, the state fire marshal's
offite says.
Officials are especially con-
cerned about the hazards be-
Cause courthouses also serve
as_communitymeeting places
in many counties, and they
house most of the county
redordrof legal transactions.
Recent state inspections




devices on doors to storage
and boiler' rooms and fire-
resistant materials on certain
doors and walls.
State officials also are
requiring county officials to
have the Wiring in many
buildings checked by experts
and brought into compliance
with the firesafety code.
The impetus for the in-
spections stems-in .part from
the new court system, officials
said.
State circuit judges have
long used rooms in the
courthouses, but under the
new system, district judges
also will occupy space in the
buildinga. and. there will be
more business going on in the
courthouses.
The state asked that the
buildings, many Of them more
than 100 years old, be in-
spected before the district
judges moved into them._
_
. The -hard helmets worn by
workmen and, soldiers trace
their lineage to the first cave
dweller who put a turtle shell
on his head to ward off falling
rocks, according to National
Geograttdc.
Haggai, 'Crowfoot' Blazer'
and texturized slacks- of -
comfortable Dacron:
The Comfort Plus'Imt-ffian wants-good-looking
clothes that wear well. Like this texturized sport coat of
100% Dacron polyester from Klopman. With notch
lapels, center vent and lower-patch--pockets. The - -
coordinating mini check slacks have Haggar's Comfort
Plus styling with belt loops and quarter-top pockets.
Both with the kind of qualitgand value you expect • '
from Hagar. America's Best Known Name in Slacks. .
Qraham '& Jackson
FOR THE PA.RTICULAR MAN




Santa Claus Is Coming .
He'll parachute into the Big K
Parking Lot Weather







, B0064 E9 CARDI
733-87Y7
JUNIOR FLANNEL SHIRT
Cadual look long sleeve flannel shirts
percent cotton. Accented with french Ooof
2 bras-cut chest pockets with flaps and ore
bo,ton notched Coll Assorted plaids
JUNIOR PRE-WASHED *
JEANS
Latest styles with novelty waist and
pocket treatment. 100% cotton pre-





Cozy 'n soft plush uppers
N\ with rolled collar for corn-
ø' fort. Nylon tricot lining.
Sizes 5 to 10.
HERSHEY
CANDY BARS
Hershey's large bars in five





















Cle -your -C.irburetor 
Regular- or Diet Shasta(n•
side and out for smooth-
soft, drinks in 1- litre re-
er -idling and a better,
cyclablei no deposit bot-
AC/Battery-operated. Built--
in condenser miCrophone:





Mini-serving appliance. Quick and versatile. Non-stick
cooking surface; easy-read temperature guide. Spatula in-





Opeos cans -of all st4es_avd
sitapes. 1 -year unconditionial
guarantee.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Einphiyei 9-9 Mon -Sat
Limit SIMI Reserved 1-6 Sundays -act.,.! Free Perkin,
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-PRESENTS PROGRAM:-Walter Sa-grera, specialist in
French histors at Murray State University, presented
.the pqigram at the meeting of the Garden Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's club held Thursday,
November 3, at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Sagrera-
pressted a. most , interesting and informative
discussion of a variety of herbs and their uses for
culinary, medicinal, and aromatic purposes. Many fresh
and dried herbs were shown and described as to their
best culinary use. He related a number of ways herbs
were used in the Middle Ages and several literary
references to herbs. Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, department
chairman, opened the meeting and introduced /Wm.
Richard Cottrell who presented the thought for the
day. Refreshments were served by the
hostesses-Euva Alexander, Clovis Jones, Verda Mc-
Coy, Mimi Jordan, and Mary Miller.
PARKER FORD
BODY SHOP
Specializing in aft types of Auto Body Repair on














• Two Whitenneat Chicken PlanksTm
• One Golden Fish Fillet
• Fryes
,-• At participating shoppes
ONE YOU KEEP.
Pirate's Crew Cup FREE with
the purchase of a 16 oz. soft drink.
Collect a different cup each week.
'Tour in all, available at participating
Long John Silver's Seafood Shoppes
CLOngjOhll.. 811Ve. .
S1- AR XI) SHOPPES-




By Abigail Van Buren"
DEAR ABBY: I have thrge, rhariran frotwo prevjjais
marriages. My new husband of two years is a wonderful
provider and husband, but by no means is he a father to my
son.
He gets along well with my two daughters, but he does
not like my 8-yearold son. I can see the hatred growing
day by' day and there's no way I can stop it.
When my son asks him a question, he says, "Shut up!"
When the boy asks me why Dad is so mean to him and Dad
hears him, he says -"Don't go running to your mother or
you'll get a whipping!"
He won't show the boy any affection because he says
showing affection to a boy will turn him into a homosexual.
Abby, I am stuck. I've suggested counseling, but my
husband says I'm the only one who's nuts, not him.
I went ps to be, a happy family- but it's.like butting.my._
head against a stone wall. I've tried everything and gotten
nowhere. Can you help me?
LOSING THE WAY IN GA
DEAR LOSING: Anyone who believes that showing
affection to • boy will turn him into a homosexual, and that
counseling is only for "nuts," is woefully ignorant. U I were
you I'd go ,alone for counseling to learn how to handle this
unreasonable- man who gets along well with your two
daughters but is cruel to your son. (You can bet it has
something to do with his male ego and competition.)
He may be a good provider, but until he learns to be a
loving, fair and patient father to your son, he's no bargain.
Think about it.
DEAR ABBY: I am 14 and live with my grandparents
because my mother is an alcoholic. Mom comes here once
in awhile arid sobers up, then she goes_ out and_ starts
drinking agaip.
Abby, I love my mother, in spite of all the heartaches
she has caused our whole family. I have begged, pleaded,
cried and prayed, but it hasn't done any good. Mother says
she loves us-end-would do -anything for us, but she still'
drinks.
She has lost tseo husbapds and four children from
drinking. . Can you- help me?
D" - AUGHTER'
DEAR DAUGHTER: Try to persuade your mother to
seek thelhelp of Alcoholics Anonymous. (They're listed in
your telephone book.) Thousands of alcoholics have found
• this to be the only hope for sobriety, when everything else '
hag...failed.
There is also an organization _called i.A1-_41rkr4N"
especially for teenagers whose parents have a-allnking
problem. Call them! Thy will teach you how to cope with
your problem. Good luck, honey.
DEAR ABBY: I recently went to a friend's home for teal.
I knew it was her birthday, so I took along a little gift. She
thanked me for it, put it out of sight, and never did open it
while4 was there. I felt very hurt. None of the other guests
brought q gift.
The next day she telephoned and thanked me for the
gift. Don't you think she should have openea it when I gave.
it to her. and-thanked me then - •
Fit RT
. - a •
DEAR HURT: No. She probably didn't want to
embarrass the guests who didn't know (or had forgotten1
that it was her birthday.
11.•
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How To Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Is for you.
Send $I along with • long, self-addressed, stamped 124
cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212.
DemonstratorsPicketCarroll
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
About 25 demonstrators spent
two hours marching
peacefully in front of the
Executive Mansion on
Thanksgiving Day, urging
Gov. Julian Carroll to end the
death penalty in Kentucky.
The protesters carried signs
and chanted, "Death Row
Must Go," as several security
guards watched from nearby
autos.
Carroll, who was observing
the holiday with his family in
the mansion, did not appear
during the program sp6nsored
by the Kentucky Anti-Death
Penalty Coalition. -
Brad - Castleberry, a
Louisville spokesman for the
group, said it hopes to collect
signatures on a petition which
will be turned over to the
Kentucky Civil Liberties
Union by Jan. 10.
"We plan to return on
January 17 with the petition
and see the governor,"
Castleberry told newsmen.
He said the group was
unable to contact Carroll
personally last December
before the General Assembly






"Because the death penalty
is not a deterrent to crime,
because the death penalty is
used disproportionately
against minorities and ex-
clusively against the poor,
because the death penalty,
'makes impossilte the use of
future evidence that could
,gyerse sentencing, and or
conviction, and because the
death penalty destroys the
concept. pf tlie dignity , and,,
value of human' life, we ask
•
you (Carroll) to call for the




governor to commute to life
imprisonment the sentences of
prisoners now-under the death
penalty.
NEW TRUSIFF
NEW YORK LAP) -- Mrs.
Walter B. Ford II has been
elected to the national board of
trustees of the Archives of
American Art, a branch of the
Smithsonian Institution.
Mrs. Ford Succeeds her moth-
er, Mrs,. Edse.l B_. Ford, who
was a founder of the archives
and who served on the board
until her death in 1976.
The younger Mrs. Ford is a








• & Tune* -
Louisville Engineering Firm
Claims 'No Leakage' In
Illinois Disposal Site
CHICAGO( AP) - No radio-
active materials buried at a




the nuclear- engineering firm
that operates it.
James N. Neel, president of
Neckar Engineering Co. Inc.,
of Louisville, Ky., said,
"There has been no leakage
into any water supply. There
is no threat of any kind to the
public health and safety or to
the environment."
Neel described as untrue a
statement attributed to a con-
gressional investigator that
tritium, the radioactive
isotope of hydrogen, had
leaked into the Sheffield site's
underground water supply.
-WINO. Engineering Co. 18
being sued by Illinois Attorney
General William J. Scott over
the burial of nuclear waste.
"The Sheffield site contains
49 test monitoring wells which
are sampled regularly to
determine if any radioactivity
ir preseek" Neel said Wed-
nesday ill I statement. "These
wells are monitored by the
U.S. Geological Survey, the
Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission, the State of Illinois,
and Nuclear Engineering Co."
Scott filed a federal suit
,Noy. 10 -against tbe Ism and
'the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, contending that
the facility,, is not licensed
properly and. that Nuclear
Engineering had not corn-
pleted environmental impact Neel challenged a statement
studies he attributed to Dan Cook,
The firm has denied those chief inyestige_tor for the U.S.
charges, saying its'-  en- House conunittet on energy,
virorunental impact study was environment and natural re-
done inl75, _id-though the NRC sourc%s, that it is net known
still is reviewing it. - whether a human- health--
Scott had asked the U.S. hazard is presented by such
House subcommittee - on leakage. -
energy in -September to - -Effort! to reach spokesmen
private disposal sites and to for the attorney general, the
establish, in a remote area, a public health department, the
federal nuclear disposal site. NRC and Cook were tan-
Neel said the Geological successful.
Survey in June detected "a 'LITTLE LAMB' GAVE
small amount of water in two TURKEYS A BOOST
of the monitoring wells CHICAGO (AP) - America's
located adjacent 1:13"a disposal
reusitilythiasMinn-au'rh arto gtiujektheYan- rt.;trench. The water contained
traces of tritium, but or& for in poetess Sarah Josepha
" Hale 0788-1879T, a prominentinfinitesimal low levels of
- magazine editor in the Unitedradioactivity. 
StateS sluring the 1800s and au--The 'presenct of tritium Ito._ AL the auldrett.1-:puern,,,_.,
was not .anasle, dike :the "Mary Had a Liftie- Lamb.'-` - •
wells are located within a few Mrs. Hale - who, as editor
feet of 'the trench,"- his of "Godey's Lady's Book,"
statement added. 'Tritium helped shape the tastes of thou-
did not appear in any of the sands ofn this





the trench. The purpose of_ President Abraham Lincoln to
-having so many wells is to de- clec-We ThanksglYing a. nation;







Neel said the firm has asked
both the NRC and the Illinois
Department of Public Health
to issue statements denying
that leakage has occurred into
underground water supplies.
The agencies, -he said; -are
principally respottiible for
regulating and inspecting the
Sheffield site "in matters af-
fecting the public health and
safety."
al holiday, according to the -
World-Book Encyclopedia.
After Lincoln's proclamation'.
in 1863, which called 'for the
last Thursday in November to
be "a day of thanksgiving and
praise . . .", each president, un-
til 1938, declared that Thanks- -
giving be celebrated on the last
Thiirsdayin.Nauember... P..resi.
dent - Roosevelt made it . one -
week earlier to help Christmas
business. Finally. in 1941, the
fourth Thursday qf Nevember



















639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868






P. 0. Box 167
Murray,
Ky. 42071
, at '!300 Johnson Bird., Murray
Open 9 to 3 Mon. ihru Thurs. 9 to 6 Friday 759-1234
SAVE WITH SECURITY
EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, OUR DEPOSITORS...G1VING YOU
EVERY ADVANTAGE, TO MAKE SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE
MAXIMUM ALLOWED BY LAW!




Interest Not Paid If
Full Amount Not Paid or
Withdrawn Early
For A Merrier 1978 Christmas








YOU CAN NOW MAKE PAYMENTS HERE
RATHER THAN SENDING THEM TO
MAYFIELD.
SECURITY FEDERAL
SAVINGS 81 LOAN ASSOCIATION,
'FSLIC MURRAY BRANCH
••••••• t:a••t• ”:•••• t•••••••• 
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Schedules For The Week Of Nov. 26-Dec. 2
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE 2




ii 00 - Weekend Special
11,30-- NCAA
3 00- NC**






I :00 - ENCORE,
3:00 -PTL Club
5:00 - TBA
WSI L-3 1 WSM-4
7:00- Superfriends slit Agriculture U S.A
7:55 - Schoolhouse Rock 1625 -Farm Digest
8:00- Scooby 6:30 - Pink Feather
9:55 -Schoolhosue tea - 17:00-r. 11. Been .,
10:00 - 8 rotft s Supershow 800- Young Sentinels/
10:55-Schoolhouse Rock 8:30-New Archies
11:00- AOC Short Story 9:30 - I smith. Greatest
11:30- NCAA Football 10:00-Thunder
3:00 - NCAA Football 10:30 - Search & Reseur1
6:00 - Lover e f.,e Welk 1.1:00- Boggy Pants
i, 0.6_ rib" -- 11: 3:5 - Red Hand Gila
730- Opeoation Petticoat , 12:00 - Not Fudge











5:30 - Nashville Music
6:00-Saturday Scene
6:30-Bart's Nashville
7:00 - Bionic Woman
8:00-Movie
10:00-Scene at 10







8:00 - Little Rascals
8:30-Three Stooges
9:30-Rex Nygaard




1:30 - Football '77
2:00-Clifford Ave. Kids




7:00-Six Minion S Man
8:00 -Weir Morns -
10:00- itersartel






6-00 - Sunrise Semester 6:45- Weather
7:00-Mr. Mao° 7:00 - C.B. Boors -
8: 30 -Skirtebirds 
11:00 -ari Lewis
1:30- l&w Archie,
-430 -Aro Benny _
9:30-Space Academy -9:30-1 ma the Greatest
10:00- Batman. Torzon 10:00-Super Norse
11:00-Isis 10:30-Search & Roscoe
, 11:30-Fe Albert 11:00 - Boggy Parts & Wats
12:00-Wrestling 11:30-Red Mondrian.
4:110...Spotlight oaschars 12:00 - RFD-TY .,
1:30-Fun City 12:3.0-Atop the Fencepost
2:00-Neal Conference 10-Movies
2: 30 - Gene Autry 4:00-Tony the Pony
300 -. Pe rry,Atasop _4:30-Porter Wagoner




6:00-Nee Ohm -6:30-Accent -
7:00-Bob Nowhort . . 7:00-Blank Woman
7:30 - We've Got Loch Other 8:00-Movie
8:00- Jeffersons 10:20-News
B:30-Tony Randall 10:50 - Disco '77
9:00-Carol Burnett 11:20-Golden Age
10:00-News
10:30 - Gunsmoke .
1140 - Deod or Alive
1200-News
12:30- Movies & Madness
riemimatia• 
TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY 
_ .nt.-3. _ . • - Yi Pit:* - - r




9:00- Old Time Gospel
10: 00 - Great Grape Ape
10:30- Animals, Animals
11 :00 --Issues & Anse/et'
U:30 - Don Young -
12:00 - Directions --







7:00-Six Million S Man






MO,- Dennis The Menace
7:30 -Jeff's Collie













8:30 - Doonesbury Special
9:00- Miss World Pagent

















10:30- She Na No


























10: 15 - News
10:45-NBC Late Movie
KFYS- 1 2
6:00 - Semis* Semester
6:30- News
7:00-Mr. Mapes








2:30 - Peblic Affairs
3:00-NFL























10:00 - Camera Three
10:30-Fire the Nation















8:30 - Green Acres
9:00-Monsingrata
14:00-Happy Dims
10: 30 - Fealty Feed
n :00-tatter Sex
11:30-Ryan's Hope
12:00 All My Chianti
1:00-520,000 Pyramid














11:30 -- Rams Mope
j2:00-Al My Children
1:00-520,000 Pyramid







WSM-4 1 WTVF-5 WPSD-6
5:45- Rather S:00- Celery Journal , 6:15-Weather Info,
5:53- Morning Devotion 5,30 _cad nesse 6:23 - Arilus Sri*
6:00 -Ralph beery Show 6: op- Nun 6:54- Posta Speaks
TOO -MON Show 7:00- OW Visa Satin 7:0,- Today-Show
7:23 Scene Today 7:30- blonde, en 5 9:00-Sanford Son
7:30 -Today Show 8:00-Captain Ilasmaree 9:30-Romper Room
S:11-=-Sceno Tray 9700 _ nerve lay 1:55 - Wender
:830-Today Show .9:30-Price is Right 10:00-Wheel of formai
9:00 - Denims 10:30-Love of Life 10130-Awyboas Gass
10:00- WWII of lootwoo 11:00- Yeas & Restless 11:00-Shoot for the Stars
10:30- Anybody's Guess 11:30 -Search few Tomorrow 11;30-Chico & the Mao
11:00-Sheet for this Stars 12:00-Tel The Ma 12:00-News
lii30-N00N Shoot 12:311-Workl Torso 1740_ Dave ey wee Lines
1-240-Daysef em Linos 140-Asidlag light
1:30-The Dieters 2:00-Al la The Feenly
2:00-Another World 2:30-Mitch GSM
3:00- Mickey Meese . 3:00 -The Masten -
3:30- Ilewltdied 330=-1111111mrs fume
4:00 - Emergency 4:00-Gamer Pyle
5:00- My Three Sons 4:30-Doris Day
5:25 -Weather 5:00- May Tyler Moire



















101 55 - Midday News




12:30-As the World Term
140-GoidIng Ugh*
























11; 00 - Pirk-hotb911
10:45-News










































7:00 - Nappy Days





























8:00- M• A •S• H•
8, 30 _owe Day


















1 7:00 - Fitzpatricks
8:00 -141'11•S'll


















11:00 - Storsky 8. Hutch














8:00- Oregon Tro 6:00
9:00-Big Hawaii
10:00 -Scene at 10
Tonight Show










12:30- Movies & Maass
WPSD-6





















TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2 I
6-30 - Almost ilnything Goes
1:00- Santo Claus Is 1






11:00 - Pace Story
1 





7:00 - Santa Claus Is
Coning To Tor
















TOO- 1101y Groil011110,00_ sews „,
10:30- Geismar
11:30- Dad or Alive
12:00- lows




8:00 - Illansork Noll
10:00-News











3:30 - Newsweek 12:00 - News
















7:00 - Donny A Marie








11700 - Rockford Flit
910 - °vim!
10:00 - Scone at 10











11:30- Dad or Alive
12:00 -.Hews .„















To: 30 - Match Genie










_ FRO,CRAhl Scl-TEDUI.E _CHANNEI
Noventer 28 - Deceuter 2
TLESDAY
Nov. 29
Sign-on Siein-on Sign-on i-artli : 40 Afternoon A
Devotional
14.1111 fIlm shsP_Er
5:90 FOCUS - FOCUS FOCUS IF'OCUS FOCUS - 
5 :30 News 1 1 News 11 ' -' News 11 Neire II News. 11 
E-Ti5P-7-1.W.-- 7-7-77/4aresbrgtco_De--- 41timan - --- 7, ... .-74*.r.gar77,777-Fr'7-- Ibirftrr" 
Dimension Outdoors Furgerson Show 




Way  bates: The
WELETESIAY THUIEDAY







lens & Challenges Llnited Nations Frtergy Adventure
7:00 Sign-off CE-AIR Sign-orr Sign-off 8: 00 Sign-off - 
-----------------
Monday 1.. William ?Weston, HSU Economist •
- F-. Pttpres' entatives frail MST s Art" Departm6nt -
Tuesday 1. M5T.I.Political Scientist -
Nov. 29 2. George T. Lilly, Dept. of Industry and Xcfriology







Kansas On The Road
To Superstardom
The group that gave you the,
smash hit, "Carry On My
Wayward Son" is back and
headed to superstardom with
their fifth- album and single,
--Point 'Of- 'Know Return."
Their last Lp, "Leftoverture"
sold over 250,000 copies and
now all four of their previous
Lp's have sold over one
million copies and still
dhmbmg-. - -
"Through a delicate in-
strumental blend of violin,
vibes, clarinet, organ and




2. David Earnest with Book Beat
1. Frank Blodgett discusses television
2. Representatives from ?CU Nursing Department
1. Margwet Trevathan with Library Corner
2. .The Rev. Julian Warren .
foundation of electric guitars
and percussion, Kansas
juggles a broad range of
dynamics as they weave in-
tricate songs about such
diverse subjects as
Mythological tales and
dreams. Frequent and sudden,
changes in key signatures and
instroTentation carry
Kansas' music from
aggressive rock 'n roll frenzy
to sensitive tranquility and
back, with an ease that
stirntilates rather-than shocks
the senses.
"What we -.really play is
really a potpourri of many.
The appearance of "Moir*.
raphy -Annual an" is another
reminder, along with 1978 ca-
lendars and the new line of per-
sonal photographic Christmas
ca?ds, that the countdii 'On •
1977 has begun in earnest.:
Somehow, I'm not ready yet to
close the file on the 1977 album.
There are still opportunities for
exceptional pictures to be taken
during the holiday season be-
fore starting on the fresh, blank
pages of 1978.
But it seems that photogra-
phy "Annuals" no longer sum
up the outstanding achieve-
ments in photography of the
pr. edeciing year . Instead, editors
of Popular Photogiaahy annual-
ly review the recent work of
contemporary photographers
and newly discovered work of
past masters to arrive at what
they call -a selection of the
world's finpst photographs." -
It's a tough task and one that
will never satisfy everyone.
This year, the editors decided
on a practically all-portfolio is-
ue, without a section of out-
standing individual images.
That's because photographers
today seem to be involved in
continuing projects with a re-
lated theme, "and one image
does justice neither to the pho-
tographer nor his concept," ac-
cording to Arthur Goldsmith,
editorial director of the Annual.







types of music," comments
Kansas songwriter-guitarist-
keyboarclinan Kerry Livgren.
"If you askescwhat we're
influenced by, you4 get six
different opinions." .
Some members of the group
are influenced by classical--
music while -others are in-
fluenced by other rock groups
like Pink Floyd. Not only is the
group diverse but so are their
habitats. Three members of
the group live in Atlanta,
Georgia, one in Florida, and
the rest are from Kansas.
The "Point Of Know
Return" Lp shows some
refinement of the group
TRANQUIL WINTER,, scene in Vermont, is part
of a winter portfolio by 13.A. King which appears in
Photography Annual 1978.
adversaries from another politi-
cal system. Photography, here,
makes the idea of international
brotherhood tangible. --
Marcus Halevi's portfolio
shows to what lengths a photog-
rapher can go to execute an
idea. He went to our nc.-th-
ernmost frontier and spent two
years as an oil-line worker to
portray accurately the...pheno-
mena wrought by the new
Alaska Pipeline. His photos of
the changing natural landscape
and the -people inVOlved are a
valuable documentary record of
a last frontier.
The Eugene Atget portfolio is
a historical treasure, newly dis-
portfolios and a 14-page text covered and hitherto unpub-
pie-ce by Edith -Leonian. Stie in- Mgt etrAtgetnwas the tinpover-
terviews a dozen top photogra- ished photo-librarian of early
phers on a controversial topic: Paris who left a legacy in plc-
Photography as Art with a tures which we can enjoy to-
capital A) vs. commercial pho-
tography. We can read the per-
sonal viewpoints of Duane
Michels, Ralph Gibson, Eva
Rubinstein, Ryszard Horowitz
and Jill Friedman, among oth-
ers, but the topic remains as
debatable as ever and I'm left
as confused as ever as to who
are the "good guys" and who
are the -bad guys."
But the heartbeat of Photog-
raphy Annual 1978 ( published
by Ziff-Davis, N.Y., $2.50) small family business as a
brings life through its images
in the portfolios and they are of 
change of pace.
high caliber tlais year. Here we For an abrupt visual change
see the ingenuity and imagine- -of pace, there's the eye-catch-
tion of photographers in. action ing portfolio .by J. Seeley. He
and how they adapt idea i- To combines high-contrast photog-
make them forceful enough for .ra-phy - with graphic arts tech-
fiatdHoatie
Attie,
ntuhiltural exchange pro- the concept of Finnish-born
conceived the idea of Arno Rafael Minkkinen in his
e Soviet Union as and-white. Startling, too, is
i  for instance, who terned images in pure black-
went 
to achieve startling pat-wpgpparbnintalti:,.
having Russians photograph portfolio of unusual "self-por- -
themselves ,while attending a traits." Using long cable re-
U.S.I.A. exhibit. The resulting leases and self-timers on cam-
images make a visually inter- eras, he's collected over the
egting cross,saction of Russian ears an assortment of unlikely
peoplem.TheY become hidivica- angles and odc10181 views of
-uals and families-to whom ypu himself that are a tribute to his
can relate as possible neighbors persistence and ingenuity. As to
and. - frtenti 4nstract of .vague-what he Peagy looks likef the-
feet, legs, knee and' baCkside
are incornplete clues.
One. portfolio in the '78 An-
nual does qualifyf as part of the
pictorial record of the year
past. The "Press Pictures" sec-
tion presents 12 prize-winners
from the 1977 Pictures-of-the-
Year competition sponsored by'
the National Press Photogra-
phers Association and the Uni-
versity of Missouri School of
Journalism. The top winner in
the 1977 European World Press
-PhOtoa contest- is also-ineluded:---
A- unique photojournalistic
.-Oup is also noted in the press
section. "Soiling Old Glory," by
Stanley Forman of the Boston
HO-aid American, won the Pu-
litzer Prize in Spot News as
well as in the Pictures-of-the-
Year competition. This is the
second time in a row that For-
man has won this double honor,
an incredible feat which is not
likely ever to be surpassed.
showing and even broader
range of their capabilities arid
style-of sound. "The title song
which is the hit single is a
beautiful cut and deals with
the sea but refers to love.
Another favorite cut is
"Dust Ine Wind" which has
"mellow vocals and- great
acontistic guitars. (This is
another potential hit single..)
Other great cuts are
"Lightning's Band", "Por-
trait (He Knew)" and "The
Spider."
Heat Wive
Sometimes It takes a single
to carry an album through to
make hit bound success. In
this case, it was Heat Wave's
"Too Hot TO Handle" .Lp that
was carried to success and a
gold record by the hit single
"Boogie Nights."
This half-American and
half-English group has a lot Of
potential,„on_.the disco__scene.
and "Boogie Nights" proved
just that with beautiful.
background orchestration
overdubbed with a disco rock
bound and round type vocals.
The rest of the album-is-fair
but not quite as good as
"Boogie Nights." 'There are
some potential hit singles like
"All You Do Is Dial" an&
"Shonuff Must Be Luv". I
hope we will be hearing more
from this group around the
first of the year.
Mark Farrier
The- lead singer and -
mastermind of the former
-Grand Funk Railroad is on the'
road once again with a solo
album with hopes Of forming
another group. The 29-year-
old singer and former football
player is trying to make a
comeback from the recent
failures of the Grand Funk
Railroad. There are some
potential hits on this solo
album "Mark Famer".
One cut that is good is "Deer
Miss Lucy" which shows
promise. Beautiful keyboards
and Farner'i vocals highlight-
"Lorraine". The Lp also
_contains some' hard. rockers ._
such as "Lady Luck" and
"Second Chance to pence:"
Despite all of this, it could
be a long hard road for Mark .
Farner. For one thing, the
engineering-write-1,p Mundt--
poor and vocals are muffled in
spots on the 1,p. We hope for
the best for Mark And his new
group in the future.
Next: The Live albums.
day.
For poetry in nature, There's
Sonja Bullaty's portfolio, a sen-
sitive interpretation of wilder-
ness scenes. There's tranquility
also in Cheryl Younger's view
of a horse in a snowstorm and
in the portfolio of peaceful pic-
tures of New England winters
by B.A. King. And we learn
that when photographer King
isnt out prospecting for beau-




All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Large Selection of Country




Tapes 12%47 98 $598
$599 Some for '4 99
Re 7 98 Big Supply of 45's*
g 
• Tho Largest Selection of Ta10.pes dfid Albums in this ore°
TV Service Center
‘testrafiltapplog Came, . - - 7534865-- ▪ --e
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Plane low On Fuel Retanks At Gas Station
GALT, Mo. (AP) - When an
airplane runs out of gas in
flight the pilot is usually
happy 'just to get down in one
single-engine Cessna passing
over Galt on Thursday was
more choosy.
He put Uie'craft down on
piece. _ Missouri 6, rolled down a hill
The unidentified pilot of a to a self-service pump in front
• of a liquor store, filled up and
look off again.
- _ "He,decided he,had to have
some gas, I guess," said Alan
Childress, an employee of a




• It was not clear whether the
leas out of fuel or lust--
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) - As running - law, but Childress
-if having UAW in jewelry saiclit ahnost-hit-a ear when it
len wasn't enough to ruin a landed on the highway.
suburban Arnheret mutate's- -
Thanksgiving, the couple dis-
covered when they walked
into the kitchen that Thieves
had also made off with their
turkey.
Mr. and Mrs. George-Priva-
teer were gone 45 minutes
Thursday night, and police
said that's all .the time it took
for burglars to pry open a door
arid -Steal a "good haul" of





1-‘ Boy • 3 ?vitiate .
attemlams.• tc011OCI
6 Lance 4 Latin
11 Ambassador conjunction
12 Separated 5 Lawmaking
14 City in bodies
Russia 6 Backbone
i5Din "ree ticket ACNE
DIR.ECTOR NAMED
WEST HARTFORD, Conn.
(AP) - Robert A. Harper has
been named director of devel-;`
opment for the University of
Hartford's Hartt College of Mu-
sic._
Hartt officials said Harper
would plan and direct fund-rais-
ing programs in conjunction
with Hartt director Donald
Mattran.












24 Scoffed 22 Chairs
26 Profits 23 Goes by
yciung girl water































8 Before • ----.jMAjtt TEAATED9 Near
10 Cause iAt'. -P Si 








TgfrA e EttT ' 
earth " antelope doorkeeperr
a.5
13 Pieces for 26 Strong 35 Carpenter's
pairs . winds loot -
16 Toward the 28 Billboards 38 Eat away .
mouth - - 29 Relieve 3'9 Sea eagle
19 Brief 30 Gasped for 41 Exclamation
20 Place in line breath 42 Number
31 Wind 44 Initials of
cylindrically 26th
32 Hailed President
33 masonic 46 Above
A
Ellin NU tillitilliiIR
























Dlatr by lin Red Peateie ',what.. inc.
1. Legal Notice 1. legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT 4 .
FRED HART and wife, BEAUTON HART Plaintiff,
VERSUS TERRY ROGERS and wife, CARLA
ROGERS, DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, COM-




By virtue of a_ judgment and order Of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the 28th of October
_ Term, there9U972,..in the aboice cause, for thandon of -
Four Thousand Five Hundred Forty Eight and 60/100
(4,541160) Dollars, wittrinterest at the rate of seven per
cent per annum from the 14th day of July 1977, until
paid and itueost therein I shall proceed tooffer for sale • •
at the Court House door in the City of Murray, Ken- _
tucky, to the highest bidder, it public auction on the
28th day of November 1977, at 1:00 O'clock p. m., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the following
described property, to-wit:
Beginning at the North edg6 of the Hazel-South
Pleasant Grove Road and at the East edge of Grantors'
tract from which this conveyance is taken; thence Nor-
th and along these Grantors' East line 232 feet to a
stake; thence West 100 feet to a stake; thence South 232_,
feet folhe North edge of said -road; thence East and
along the North edge el said road 104 feet to the point of
beginning. "EXCEPT: A driveway easement on the
West Side of the above described tract."
  Fore purchase price, the purchaser must execute
willr,swr krvm.t be•ciwit*s, bearing legal Lutfrest----
from*the day of paid, and halting the* force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly-with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan,
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
tCLASSIFIEID 111111 









_  ' Sp-011s_ 753-191s




on and the gusTriess
Office rn.qy be















Care  753-6622 -
-Poison Control . 153-7588..
-'1eniortitirens . 753-0929
hemline  753-NE-ED
























TO HIM IT'LL F3E
AAY'
SLEET, SNOW CHEER UP,
IGE,- tee411N-1=11 SUMMER
FLU,' COLDS--- WILL COME
b'
7 V.: 






























THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
MID-STATE HOMES, INC. Plaintiff, VERSUS LINDA
CHATMAN, BILL CHATMAN, AND FRIENDLY
FINANCE AND INVESTMENT Defendaqt
NOTICE Of SALE
By virtue of a judgment andirraer of see of the
-Calloway Circuit Court rendeledatiVe ()dither 28th- -
Tenn thereoi 197f in fhe.above calm forthrsunist-
Fifty Two Hundred Eighty Five and P]100 /5„_285.001 _ _
Dollars, with interest at the rate of eight per cent per
annum after judgment until-paid and its cost therein-I-
_shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court Rouse door -
in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder;
at public auction on the 28th day of November, 1977, at
1:00 O'clock p. m., or thereabout, upon a credit of 30
days, the following described property, to-wit:
Lots 56 and 57, Unit II of Kentucky Lake Develop-
ment Corporation Subdivision as shown by plat of same,
which is recorded in Plat Book 3 at Page 21 in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. This is a
part of the same property which Smithwood Develop-
ment Corp., Inc. obtained title to by deed dated Sep-
tember 7, 1968 from Kentucky Lake Development C.""or-
port:ioit, -lee. and-recorded lit-Deed-Beek-3a, pftge44-
in the alfice °Late Clerk date Callowsairottirly Cuoirt. •
Tha-being the same property conveyed to Linda Chat-
man by deed dated June 30, .1969 from Smithwood
Development Corporation, Inc. and recorded in
Calloway County Clerk Office in book 141, page 19. ,
For the purchase price, the purchaser must exeeute
bond, with approved securities bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to-- --
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commiss' loner Calloway ClAilt0Yilif
2 Notice
'COLOR -PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
-1..Vallets low as 24 cents,
8x 10 2.40. Fast service..
Ariceaft.-1.18 South 12th,
153-0035. Free -parking












'requested .to check the
first rnserhon of ads for
cOVi-ei../i07,--th s
newspaper w,11 be
- a- -eettperristbie Far -orrir-
, one incorrect ,nsert,on
ANY -ERROR- SFIOUICT81-
kEPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO PLEASE CHECK.
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY LIS- RROM-
PTV/ IN CASE OF AN.
ERROR
11,
• sm.. ..... „
al t
imrsir "..r














IF IT DIDN'T KAYE HOLES,
Nrou wouLDN'T KNOW
IT WAS SWISS CHEESE
'1010.4









THE SKULL CAVE, MAMA!
THAT'S THE CRYPT OF HIS
ANCESTOR., THAT'S HIS ' MINOR '
TREASURE ROOM-I. OH, THERE'S

















classifieds - must be
submitted by 12 noon










DAY CARE will open for
night service, 6:30 p.m. -
1 a.m., Friday and
Saturday -nights -only.
Call 753-4481.















appears in the King
James version of the
Holy Bible in 'three
places only: Luke 23-43,
_II Corinthians 124, and
Revelations 2-7.
Parradise -- Greek --
Paradeisos, Par-ad'i-
sos, a Park, i.e. (spec.)
-an Eden. Hebrew -
Vardec, Par-dace', of




hell and raised to the












Guitars &Amps. Save at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Paris.
5 Lost And Found
STRAYED FROM my
place 35 to 40 lb. white
pig. If seen call 474-2257,
James R. Burkeen.
LOST - Male greyish
black shaggy dog. Part
Poodle, part Sheepdog.
Average size. Answers













for profit. Free Data-
  WORM vtotti.p. 1810
g'o'uth osephine ,
Denver, Colot'ado 80210 .
or call_ Mr. James. 




with 7,000-sq. ft. Skating ;4  
rink, wrestling matehk .
and musieal- *hews.--
ReCreation . area, cop-
cession stand, new
' sound system. Small  
down payment, assume
loan.- Located S.E.
Missouri. Call 314-649- '
n18 or 649-9990.
STORES-TITREE han-
-- citing Levi's -and ac-







sitter for one year old






Full-time and .parte,...- -
time; day and night
help:"MusT he 18 year's-
or older. No phone
calls accepted, must






Holman Jones, 217 Smith
13th, phone 753-3128.
WILL BE BUYING fur
Monday through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on Tom Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.
CYPRESS SPRINGS
Restaurant overlooking
-beautiful Ky. Lake is
open Friday,- Saturday
and Sunday till 8 p. m.
for your dining pleasure.
Call 436-5496.




will sell at public sale
for cash a 1977 In-
ternatianal, mist no.' 
10987 at 2 o'clock p.m.
Nov. 30, 1977:at Taylor
Motors, 303 S. 4th,
Murray, KY. The un-
dersigned reserves the
right to bid. Associates-
Commercial Corp.
BELTONE HEARING
Aid Sales. Rime Service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200




Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
GET YOUR Christmas
cards today --only a few
left. Also have a gun
rack, holds 3 guns with
large ammunition
drawer. See Gerald
Waldrop, or phone 753-
1712 after 4 p.m.
Would you like to rfd•
our Church Bus to Sun-
day School and mor-
ning worship satvioes
at
Sinking Spring Itaptist (back
Bus Driver for Novem-











P.O. Box 270, Murray.
DISHWASHER
NEEDED 8-9:30 a.m.,
12-1 and 6-7. Apply Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505-
itacilum View, 9 a.m.-5




November 28, 1977. Call
753-8631.
COOKS, fountain, car
hops. Apply in person



















from 5,000 to 500,000.
New businesustart - up--
Call 502-885-1795 bet-
ween 3 and 11 p.m., 7
- (Tees iveek.
PARTNER WANTED in _
small well established --
elevtronics, sales and
service business. Must --
be personable and well
qualified in all aspects
of electronic servicing.
- Send _resume of
qualifications and -
current financial status







tergicel. X-ray end robeh,
ether eirtostded benefits. NO,
'AGF LIMIT. Pays in addition to
of other insurance. For fa-
ttier inforrnatQ tee Wayne






See us for hnsncmg
Financing *ironed by






11. Weni 7o rimy
STANDING T BER bY




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAII
-ell ADINC BRANDS Of cOSMS Ti( f,
*110111,S1 ER osIOwr PRoput is
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, extra nice, low
mileage.
1975 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, extra nice, new car
trade in.
1976 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 4 door, all the extras,
new car trade in.
1973 Pontiac 4door, new car trade in.
1971 Buick I .aSabre Coup.
1972 MG Midget Convertible, extra nice, new car
trade in.
1973 Mazda







OWs • Peoria( • tedilie;‘
•Satofied C wiilornen Are Ow
Man Concern. .
1406 West Maio - 753-5315
•
5.




and swan head all you need
to make a Fantasy Fur Swan
to hold Powder. jewelry or just
look pretty in bath or bedroom_
•,__





Get A Boot- 
It Tool BoxesOut Of Life!




• Poll °Nue SO. 112
ten911 OtICI 0,00"0
Autrey Kentucky 42071 II
saaaasataaaaaaaikatt
Heritage
Same Price As Last IWO-WOO included K. Tax
Every man with a pickup needs his
own tool box.
-1- -1- '1iFfTrai4
I 1, I / .1. It ',id, 0!,1, e /:
tUt ft,
II .,0311 the aits
Hareo Happy Prepaid Christina.,
• next year. Join our Chri.stmas Club.
PEOPLES/li AN K
sti -RRAT 1
WE BUY used trailers.
Cash on the spot. Pick
up-in one flay. Call 1-442-
1918.
TWO COUCHES for sale,
one makes into bed. Will




9-9 Weekdays ' 1-6 Sunday
"Savings up to 50% MF 135 DIESEL ractor.




16th Street • in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry




. -stitch, crewel. and floss
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits „and
accessories for all 'your
needlearts.
Floored, reedy to use. Or buy • U-Build and save. 
Complete and
finest.. Rent electric
shampooer. Western 40 Coats Savings Up To 00 needed. Shop this rest than come to Custom Built and buy the best
Auto, Home of "Wishing fp . custom BUILT 
PROVABLE BUILDINGS 733-0941
 loMale& Faded Glory
OAK AND HICKORY tJearts
and up Will deliver. Call
753-2359. Minnie Tonka
i•. wMoccasins
Seati$1.00. Call 753-3248. _
LINCOLN pipeliner.
  - • welder. Generating unit
just rebuilt 300 ft. of
it WI lerlife lit14)-1&1011.04W4 tre-t-leart-C1117es-t000:---











- coat,. light - beige *Avith__
mink collar. Size 16.
tag, t, skin
leas's, boys size 14. Only
worn twice, will sell
cheap. Call 759-1088.
AN TAYLOR CHEVROLET. INC,
.0. 90X 149 ' .. - PHONE 7153461
I _ 
1141LIRIPI AY , - KENTUCKY 42071 
p LE   











Uncommon items: - •
0
.4 ,p4-R4un-a-Baba Molds
A, Roll Top Bread Box
Picture Poster Raisin Racks - -
v 
-6
-fggCoddlers  - 6
v•• Salt Grinders 6
p•-lndividual_Cookie Cutter
.k..Glas_Plitich Ladles




1 Farberware _ .
.1 (.701 '''x'%/wcf;is Free •Tt wrappong
1 ....
t
) Starks Hardware g 
i.................................4ft.,,,....",


















Ft 1178.13 175R-13 6237 48-06 71.13 ' 24.04
1)1116-14 175R-i4 6244 '16.46 81.74 28.411
Ell78.14 inr.R-14 6235 5947 87.441 31.04
1,117A 14 195R744 - 6238 6:1 65 114.114 32.411
( :15.76 - 14 20514-14 '6139 f57-xi, 141_211 34.40
1-41476-14 215R-14 6040 74 04 111.440t
1.11.40
44.611




1.1( 7II 15 23r.R.I., 4236 ., 5944 1311.111 48.04•
l'nee Includes Federal rimer




Suits, Sport Coats, Top Coats, Alf Purpose
Jackets, Shirts, Sweaters, leans, Pants PO TOMOS.
Robes, Underwear, Socks, Behs, Billfolds, Ties Gloves,
Cops, Dress Shoes, Work Sheet, Pre-Reds and COIF
verse Shoes, Work Clothes, Matching Sets, 'Overalls,
^• Coveralls, Rubber Boots -
llowntoWn 5./Yamatng.Rnter- Where you wilt finitqualit
merchandise at a reasonable price for Use entire family.
FirrtrITITITIVITTITIVITIMMITIM
GLASS DOOR pie safe, ig
refinished, $95. Roll top -
desk, zitilt; ecellent rg
condition. -Ideal '
Christmas- items
Child's oak ro rs,
$7.50 eack.--II0 beds,' .14
poster 'doll-be& pli1S-
wItry other items. ic,g
Hubert Coles Antiques, 4 11 "
tulles South_. _Murray__
on 641.
FOR SALE - Childreris
•_Si..4e 14 Jump suit, $4.00.
Slacks; $2.00. Formal
dress, $10.00. Childrena
size 12, white leather lei Just received shipments of, pine and oak rockers.,,,
like coat, $5.00. Pair 14 deacons benches and rockers, and childrens rockers's
lathe's -size 61/2 dingo fig
boots, $10. Call 753-8086 -ging Selection
after 4 p.m. ig Recliners
ONE TOP QUALITY 12
natural ranch mink stole
inn Furniture Warehouse_ - 
mink suite stole. Both in hr. vac TV-Stereo - Appliances
perfect condition. Will Ix -641 Nc;rth
sell half of their r;
14
prefesiional appraised r 
Murray. Ky




10 and 12. Call 753-1389.
CARPET 100 per cent
nylon. 24 x 16. In good
condition Call 753-2347.
WHITE mAYTAG
washer and dryer for
sale. op. Early
American end tables'.
Coffee table. Call 753-
6198.




custom ice dispenser in
door,' Includes chilled
water and crushed ice.
On sale for only $38 per
month WAc. For in-
formation call 753-0595.
'-APARTMENT SIZE
153-1966 refrigerator. Call 753-












• Cuslomees A;e Our
Main Concern"
%Vett Mei - 753-5315
Left to right: Kick'NGo '29.95; KielellGo
'39.95; Kiittilto 2,194115
Lay-Away Early






Many Models to choose 'from. Be
assured of service, buy from a ser-
vicingsealer. .
WE SERVICE
ONLY WI-/AT WE SELL
1 ."





















Burger Queen and Boone Coin
laundry Parking Lot, North 12th
We Appreciate Your Support
All Proceeds Support Youth Activities
In Murray & Calloway County
-DOUBLE WIDE







THE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge you to
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer CarStereo for
Chd.sTxnas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
year has aireadyealimed- -
a sllortage on some


















. - - For ordy $13.40 per
-month WAC. For in-
formation call 753-0595.
••A =41 131 TS3 '";.11:55 1=4 VISM MA leg sZ-31 ssi 1110:1117SIS
el[21.31 t i's
- LUNCHEON MENU
Corned Beef on Rye  $1.9
Smsted bsuelosui Jae ut dal slue ol chtelt. Sad logo". •,..., d.os
Brest of 'Turkey.. $1 90
On a I•ole rhea., •••  eal or* r•MDVII, saute .11.4 a cuP ssi ou".•
Ham Steak on Rye  
$ 1* 85Asouica pomon oterwsorrosissorswirstirrist'swoweisswirwwww 
unip PI the dal
WEIGHT-WATCH'ERSTURIEHEe3NSPKIAt
...5-04-gabiss.P.P000 _,40 52. _
outage cheese. cincl o cup of sow
You may sdbstitute i potato for peach k cottage cheese or bread for
- ' 
Fish & Chips  $1-75
- licsadri .1ail 4101delik lord alup• and hualapupptes *IA IAA& ••••.iv
The Best Hamburger In Town . . $1.65
*•...,, qua, ter pound el beel Pot,P, ,ki 1041 "1,"*"..d • ." Ines
ghotti-- La‘Ifers . . $2.50
140 11 ‘..11.6.140•elt. 1.rppetir 4th OW hlas -1;;;;•••ademeal tskete Jno -
ss!ad INOOT N.11111.041, salad bar
• •
OUR FAMOUS SALAD BAR, ALWAYS A FAVOR Ti
A meal in itself ONLY $1 95
ourz
SERVED -AN-Y-TIME






Shop Now For Cold Weather
Taste-Wise  Price -Wise
__d_ cfourt w-yor_u_404_
1TIi ii 
Compare prices and service






Featured In every Zenith
- 100% solid state ChrornacobrlI









galiiirk-resTits3=s1 =MN ma SOS MiC3511051
OFF
14:51 =•31:5S IsSI les4 WA /Si =5 ma c•SiNis1:53X5S3403,03111
I VERNON'S' - !v •Western Store 'A










1914 Coldwater Rd. 753-2900
w)::1,1=yzawsaiinalizoiectsimasesixsitsucalesita
 All 
Innz:"-- 'Tr-VIM /a Irt; 17117TIVW4 13:181119:1[0210XIMILISICA=VMSM ttett.1111111145 MI 9C
color T.V..'s bought 14
between now and (4




Zenith Sales and Ser-
vice, 18 miles West of 14
Murray on Highway 94. IS
/-Irrkisanai
4),7einefide7...
Open 7:30-5:30, 382-2174. p •Starting December 5
Sissons, your friendly g We Will Be Open .
Zenith dealer.
g 
Cordiallv Invite, The Until 8-p.m. to Serve You
4r T•4:1 TM IsZtitattetiCTAYTAMICTOfffaMUMES2(TAITACTS:INAITSZTS:STOK TfifTS:19.1MISZENtal 14 Public To ;Mewl NOW AVAILABLE






ICA .41. 3IE 1E 10 7C1
arTZTVT-ITITZUTIVT/laTCRIZTUTZTV/)
THE ALL NEW RAMPAR RALEIGH UNE: 4
tm Romper, the new line of 
. bicycles :Trom • Raleigh In-
dustries htAmerica, has 'keit
hie arrived. A complete line of
$Zi bicycles ranging from
14 ruggedly oqu children's
ps, modelikto top4Uality 10-speed
la models. All at very affordable
prices.
Rampsr bicycles are luk-
avaMbre-excuLsively throta
your- Raleigh dealer. Be sure
--ask---about --the------ -
"Raleigh/Rarnpar Bicycle".
tg Buyers Protection Policy.
SP.
g Spoke & Pedal
tslDixieIandCenter Inc.
• layaway Now For Christmas
A Aslant- a Imc





Nur simull soussuesi over
lours De wet .is ssty casings will Sio
I. Swished.
100 SOUIt1 13C) .54.
Phone 753-3914
• It...aches. Shyer Fist.
and Shrubs
!!!!. • •• .4111Pia.•41.-
24 Miscellaneous
18 Sewing
SEWING- MACHINE, AVDION'CONS01-1‘-' --MAITRESS-for-antique--****31C***41t********* - -







27 Mobile Home S
•
---We -h10 014,-4•11014E. 3
bedroom, 2 baths.,'













14-KELTON SCOT - Long sleeve V-neck fiullay
with argyle design IntorSio front Solid color
back and sleeves. T00% wool S-M-L XL Blue
camel, grey, heather. .„
etvcIcingham-Rayipd,,
_Disieland_Cenier - Free Gift Wrapping
-4W-=•=;.AW.A.:0-A-2t-A
// Mobile Home Saies
1374 HLLLCREST_12;101_
,,bedroom, like new. ;See
at Riviera Courts or call
753-3280 before 5, or 436-
5524 after 6.
-fully- guargeteed, -Tar
cash, price 39.50. Write
Martha Hopper, Route




SIBLE person to take up
Rinyments tm -e-254'-cotor
TV Tew /10* . Call 753-7575:-
organ. Full key board,





beds or campers. Buy., •
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
-tepurehasebt-LEACH'S
MUM 4- TV "in Pails.
141711131331=151111115TASINIIMILVISONWKIRKWINSIn•
You
Our Customers & Friends_ .
RE FAN TA




























j.' 1'1J "I' AlPoil'ar












sizes, all densities. Cut








G.E. 19" color portable
.1.V. with-custom. pie-
ture. For only ;18 per







_400&14. lie. • 
Dixie4and Center Chesnut 5treet
*Gifts Gifts Gifts





























Christmas Tree i; Open House Doll House
4
4
Sale V t: Sunday, Nov. 27th Furniture
Dec. 3rd-Dec. 22
9:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m. Pz. Refreshments will be served
•
'ruse. •
gia • • •
a-- 'Writ, • • se
e
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
5.41
4
Everyone-is invited .to tour our Green 4
11- Houses and see thousands of Poin- 4










r ?; Nys!iessw &WM i 0 n th 4462:11112urray'
_.4,3=4,50.2a5AOSSIAXALMISIStAsiglictfr.L.r, •-•--aterwirw*Litrtni,#* k&-ndtantlitialra ser 210011401110111211~101041"0. WWw
29. Mobile Home Renta.s
THREE BEDROOM





. Coach Estates. Sowth






Will take Ice Maker
441041Se slieltes
,--Teiturect sleet doors-
).- full 13.26 cu ft laid
compartment
cu ft freezer









omplete- NEW Iventory of plants & rier
andise.
-Come Out And See!-
New Group
Green Plant Arrangements
will deliver Free in city limits
Mon.-Fri. 10:30-6, Sat. 10-6
Dixieland Shopping Center 353-9in




-- A 2.1. South Fulton, Tenn.
•
4.
Is _kl•Att,4 ---Tis or
dis.-irS•k
e cordil;:nd







For all our friends and custbmers
not hod an opportunity to see
cordially invites you to a Sunday
coke and music by Scotty
new General Store will be
browse thru the entire "Barn"
Our living.uortsrs.
Mork tfris.de on your

















and those who hove
the "Born", our entire staff
afternoon of punch and
Davis Bell at the organ. Our
open, .SD take your time and





. FASHION DINNER SHOW
wlooting fastsiosis by
THE BRUMLEYS O. ea JEANNE ELLIOTTr. 
*4 Poshiesels ol MoyfieSsl
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•
ar,
29 Mobile home Renlais
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home. Shady_ _Oaks







mobile home spaces for







69.00 per month. Call
34 iiouses For Rent
kNICE LARGE house,
aioice location. in the
eity for family. Call 753-
)675.







rent, pasture land also
available. Call - Mike
Brannaek 753-8850
"between 8 and 5.
37 Livestock Supplies









SALE in town. Saturday
Inside. Bargain. Barn.




wanted an immaculate 3
bedroom brick, built-in
kitchen with breakfast.
area plus dining area,
Franklin fireplace in
den,, well decorated,
carpeted, priced in the
low 30's: -'Nov' zire've
found it, we can't find





' Tour Key People
I,, Real Estate''
753-7774
901 Sycamore Murray Ky.
-$17501S THE full price for
the residential building
lot on US-641, 5 miles
South of Murray.
Measures 300 -ft. deep
'and has 85 ft. frontage




Located 6 miles from
Murray. This 3
bedroom, 11-2 bath home"
offers easy, happy
family living at a, ...
reasonable price. Home
is situated on 112 acres
with lots of shade trees











TISU. Owner will con-
slier financing with 25
p`er 'cent dawn. -A chake

















THE TRULY EXCEPTIONAL GIFT
Only a perfect diamond can reflect maximum beauty
and'brittarICT•101 tasting pride and satisTaction. With
your Keepsake, you will receive a written guarantee
of perfect clarity, fine white color and correct modem
cut, as well as permanent registration, trade-in Value
and protection against loss Keepsake, there is no
finer .diamond ring.
FURCHE$ JEWELRY










on, beautiful wooded lot
near the university.
Owners transferred and.




much more. Priced to
, sell - fast! 20's. Phone-
'Kopperud Realty, 753- -
1222. We are working
hard to provide the best


























W 'CHUCKS Iii;_______ _ ;;,
I. MUSIC CENTER. i
1:1411 Main MurraT7T - 753 3682 2-





NOON and THURMAN REAL ESTATE
REALISTIC RETIREMENT PLANNING
• There are two approaches
to retirement planning for
Pee homeowner. One is to
tock mohey away in the
bank and have a good-sized
sect egg with which to buy a
:ietirement home, when the
iimes comes. The other ap-
proach is to buy that
4etirernent home now and





lirivef is to buy that home
'bow. Not only will you base
if good cash investmere in it
fitathefl 1,011 fetid... but The
lalur of that homenhould
leep increasing with the in-
Ion r,te. _
Interviews with retiree's.
reveal that one of the last
things they desire to do
upon retirement is withdraw
a sizeable amount of rash
from savings. The bank ac-
count is a must at a time
when expervits climb and
income remains flat.
Real estate will never cost
less than it does now. The
time to start retirement
planning also is now!
Consulting with peopri
about their real estate needs
is ou.r specialty. Drop by Puy
dom & Thurman ,on the
aloud square or call Pat
kiobley '51-4451 oj - 751
8958 We're here to help'
The Welton Shroat Ca 
ea ors -needs for 
inlandsia. area of-
county and 3 bedroom
Owns-J-1n Murray. We
hove buyers waiting if
you have property you
Joioulcliike_to sell deal
delay Ca!I today for





-Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707
759-1716 - -
-Our Busuless is Help,rg
People'.
LYNN GROVE - If you
like lots of elbow room,
this home is for . you.
Home has nine rooms
including -4 bedrooms,.
PI bath and lovely
kitchen-dining room
'combination. Situated
.on over one acre with
beutiful trees and
garden area. Priced in
upper -30s. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-











Automatic Chef Temperature Control .





212E Main - 753-1586
irkW•S'
• J,,`
46. Homes For Sale
- HOUSE AT 318 N. 7th.



















as, 43 Real Estate
SMALL FARM - 40
acres, some haft=
land, some nice timber.
Four room house, good
mobile home, good




▪ Nopperud Realty, 753-
1222 or trrsit our office at
711 Main.
Bel-Air Center "*"..C., %MOGEN ',LER
_753_5323 A T•e lerodrr t T IIE SINGER CDNIPANY
IITNVINSIPWWW •
43. Real (state 2111212111111111
H USE AND 4 acres -
Newly .disited .executiug
home located four miles
west of Murray near
Southwest Elementary






and many extra fine
features. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222 or
come by our con-
veniently located office
at 711 Main Street for
-assistance in any real
estate matter.
41 ACRES, all fenced, just
listed. Located near
Coldwater, 30 acres








tist Your Property With Us
SOS Mein St. 7534101
FINE COUNTRY
LIVING Now is your










breezeway. All this at an
ideal location. Priced in
the low-30's, Additional
acreage may be pur-
chased adjoining





ENJOY PRIVACY - 5
n.w. of Murray, 3
bedroom frame home in
top condition, has own
well, wall to wall car-
pets. Bonus, 2 + acres.






The Children's Corner fli0
\
WeMave















ULF-P-140XE. 753- 1851 __--
SURPRISE! SURPRISE!
Many delightful sur-






deep pile carpet will
_enhance y_e_K_ living
enjoyment. Only $29,500.
Call today or come by
Bo}* Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th, 753-
8080.
Purdnin.&-Wtrortion..




BY OWNER -3 bedroom
- brick, 1/2 bath,
economical gas central
heat, electrical central
air condition. Wall to'







bedroom brick house in
Lynn Grove. Has city
water, gas heat, car-





Priced in 20's. Call 753-
-8726- after:5 '
COTTAGE ON TWO lots,
good view of Ky. Lake.
$5,000. Call 753-1449.
BY OWNER, 2 bedroom
frame in Kirksey. Call
489-2492.
47. Motorcycles
1974 SUZUKI T-500. Cafe
type street bike, drag
_bars, chambers, 500
miles on new engine.
900.00. Call 759-1012.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1970 AMC Hornet, 4 door,
6 cylinder. 750.00. Call
753-4917.
1966 FORD GALAXIE
500, 2. dooa, automatic,
air condition, 350.00.
. gianeer, chain -saw,









1976,TRANS AM, white on
white with red doeskin
interior. T-Top, AM-FM„
tape. 37,000 actual
miles Call 759-1696 after






dedicated to giving you
v Quality Printing
, v Quick Service
v Reasonabty Priced
Let us help you with
all your printing needs.


















49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 GRAND TORINO,
air, steering- and brakes.
Excellent _ condition.
$1195. 1966 GMC 44 ton
short bed pickup. 283 4
barrel carburetor, 327
heads, topper. $795. 14'
fiberglass boat and
trailer, 40 h.p. Johnson
trolling motor, depth
finder, $650. Above
prices firm. Call 436-
2361. ,
1971' CHEVROLET El





Power and air. New
ratlial tires. $3050.. with







without jacket.' Call 436--
2204.
49. Used Cars & Trucks




automatic, no air. $1295.
1969 .,Nova, 6 cylinder,
automatic, low mileage.
One owner, $750. Call
489-2595.
1976 FORD WHEEL drive
Ford truck. Call 759-
1130.




white over white, AM-
FM, 8 track, tilt








_S u b ur 12,a.n t_anoin
Wagon. Good condition










,The late Dr. Ralph Woods home is a full city
block in length - Border Main in front and
Farris in back. House has 21i baths, 4 or 5
bedrooms, family room, living room, dining
room, 2 fireplaces and a separate 2 car garage.




Pete Waldrop-753-5646 H.T. Waldrop, Broker
Marsha Horton 1530765
In Business Since 1956
48 ACRE FARM in
Coldwater Community.




Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate anytime.
KOPPERUD REALTY
has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
matters._ If you ,have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want







Just In Time Forthristmos
TASTEFUL TRI-LEVEL
In Lovely Gatesboro - Wall-to-wall
spaciousness is one of the many desirable
features of this 4 or 5 bedroom, 2..4 bath brick
veneer home. Large living room,. dining area,
roomy kitchen with dishwasher, range, quality
cabinets. Economical gas heat, central electric
air. This beauty is vacant. If you buy now, you
ran be settled in for the holidays. In the 50's.
finE BOYD-MAJORS
105 N 17t1t Mreet REAL ESTATE753-8080
-0-THE PROFESSION/AL OFFICE WITH THE PRIENDOI TOUCH
boars lar1t1349016 Romer Miller 743.75I9
Memo Shropshire 7534277 Noshes Mode 753-9016





Time is Running Out!
Our Stock Is Too!
We Only Have A
Few Hummel
Annual Plates Left.
Make Your Selection Now
at (
The Showcase





uvr\itis̀l'ils:T11311TI. _ _ _VITZTVITIntretr- - • <
^














IEJI .416. 3E 30 111:,-
ntrOdUCingrn
THIS NEW HOTPOINT MICROWAVE




feature with dish U Deluxe
walnut finish U 4 Power
levels with defrost -cycler
cts*nLceisplal_tirner
O Automatic time or tem-








641 Ronk, Murray _
Across from Colonial
Nouse Smorgasbord
Watch For Grand Opening
50. Campers
WESTERN KY. TIIAVEL
TRAILERS - _ complete
sales and service
department arr-74




Now t Rebuilt Units. MOM;
of all makes
502-442-93W
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971- DODGE -FOUR
wheel drive truck. Has
wide madders, and mag
-wheels. Netv Poulan
chain saw, used only
once. Call 436-2332.
NICE CLEAN 1974
Plymouth Fury HI. With
power, brakes, steering
and air. See -George
Hodge, 205 South 5th; or
753-4669.
1972 TWO DOOR Pontiac
'Bonneveille.- e.Tood con-














both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and licip
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78
models and be ready for
spring. Bank flawing „
available. Located 4
miles East of Murray on






DO YOU need stumps d
removed:from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can-remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. -Leaves
Rudy sawdust- and chips.
-Call for free. estimate..
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
W -I LL- HA -U- L
DRWEWA-y-gravel- or
decorative rock or stock







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.





' steam :or dry friar')
method. Servicemaster
his been cleaning the
finest, homes for over 30













811-3 MOT 11-IE CHECKING Accouwr
11:E1itz ARGUING HOW LOW
TO SET MEE.- THE R MO STAVI
51. Services Offered 51 Services Offered
YOUNGBLOOD'S ROOF-LICENSED ELEC-
ING. Commercial andTRICIAN and gas in- 
residential. Generalstallation will do
carpentry. 10 yearsplumbing. beating and






- Then call 753-6614.
FENCE SALES at Sears













Insulation of Mu ay
announces its opening
by saving you money.
.Call 759-1820. .
RENT RINSENVAC
No other "do-it yourself-
method cleans carpets as...
EASILY-
house does isgBetifwgrk
deans, rinses and vacti4n
ost deep down dirt and
grime in a single sweep
ECONOMICALLY -
cleans Use way
INSULATfeN--- SA-YES  ---professionidirdo-,-et-
a fraction of the cost$88. Attics and walls NsuLaTioN BLOWN in- .ivousANTRuP To •
____bloarn.---Feee--esiitrintm:+7.- by -mai-s-ay-e---Ortii ist8=1A2"3-211"1:1914'Call 753-3318. high heat and cooling




elringior 14 EL Ft 
eeler. $26995
!
















Reg 15 95 SALE $995
i Hodre & Son. Inc. _














Buy your kids a pony for Christmas and buy
mom & dad a place tolrelp-it. Don't pass up the
chance of a lifetime to own a mini farm bor-
dering Gatesborough Subdivision and Johnny
Robertson Road. A nice 3 bedroom home with
• huge trees, 6 acres total with 5 acres fenced, plus
a barn in excellent condition. This won't last long

























437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
3544161 or-35441311,-












„_11,0mgAt industrial. Cell Rost for only $12.00 asday ir Auto







Brae. Caner .7113142 Chestere
Our Gifts Are
One of a Kind
So Use Our
-Loy A .1iyoy-Now--To-------
, Hold That Special
Gift For Christmas-




Bowling Balls Bowling Bags
Up to $1 2°° $1 1100, unto g u OFF
..4 Free Drilling + a Free game)
Pro Line
Golf Clubs - Balls Bags
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Neck .Swpaters, Shirts and





1415 Main St. 753-2202
.4491A45 ejt2151  e!tfrt% ttilkt • 'Ace' f Ii •. I /
46). KING'S DEN










"The" Store For Men
BEL- AIR SHOPPING CENTER


























Company Inc. Air con-

























_ TERN. Free estimate?.















Have- you always wanted a
real LoG Kowa, nun' or a
Room eat huh' How about






NO PARTY TOO BIG
OR TOO SMALL
We cater to your needs, . -
Make your reservations now for




US 641, Gilberistille. Ky.









We're offering a free home energy survey as part of
the Home Insulation Program we're cooperating in with 
TVA: When you request the survey, an energy advisor
will inspect your home and recommend insulation, if
needed, or other -energy-saving measures- to help you
_zeduce
If you have electric heat or electric air conditioning
and- tved more attiC welrolier you an in-
terest-free loan to get attic insulation installed up to at
least R-19 value. You'll have 36 months-to repay in equal
payments on your electric bill:
Stop by our office today and request your free home
energy survey.
y Eiedric System
Request A Free Home
- Energy Surtiey
ii Please send me FREE the energy
self-survey material so I can see what I
can do to save on my energy costs
through winterization efforts.
Putting a ceiling L] Please have an nner_gy advisor
contact me about doing a FREE energyon energy waste
survey on my home and telling-me






I am a homeowner
renter -
owner of rental property
I heat my home with electricity, natural gas,
coal. LP gas, wood (CIRCLE ONE)
Si... Zip
Account No lif known)
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tee Young _Cemetery, west of located on the Pottertown
-Lynn Grove on Highway 94, Highway.
with Bro. John Male of, The speaker. is stationed ,
ficiating. with the Air Force at Grissom,
The J. H. Churchill Funeral Ind. He is the son of Mr. and
Horne will be in charge of the •Mrs. John Steele of C
alloway
,arrangements, but no County. 




William T. Downs of Murray
Route Six died Wednesday at
3:45 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 62 years'df age and was
preceded in death by his wife,
-Msrgaret Miller Houston
Downs, on October 7, 1970.
The deceased was a
Member of the Cherry -Corner
Baptist Church, a farmer, and
an Army veteran of World
War II. Born December 11,
1914, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Samuel
R. Downs and Lelia Houston
Downs.
Survivors include two sons,
Stan Downs and SteveDowns,
Murray Route Six; one step
son, Gary Houston, Paducah;
one daughter, Mrs. Larry Lee
(Judith Ann Boaz, Princeton;
•
YOUR FUTURE ANALYZED
By Virgil R. Trout
Your future has three compartments:
r) The life that now is. How long this life will last is in-
definite. The length is not so important as the quality. Some
hrmg happiness wherever they-go-and some whenever they
go. . •
- (2 An experience called "Death." You are going to die!
Whether this is horrible or tranquil depends upon your
priorities. -
13 ',Eternity is the great compartment of your future. Hell
is for the one who doesn't want to be with God. A being who is
selfish, lazy, and unforgiving is not suited for a Heaven of
fellowship with God, who always stresses service and un-
derstanding.
Are you being honest and realistic toward your future?
MANAGEMENT PROFESSOR 1 ECTURES AT MURRAY STATE-Dr, John F. Mee,
(second from left). the Mtad Johnson Professor of Management at Indiana University,
was at Murray State UniversitN recently to lecture as part of the Distinguished Lecture
Series at Murray State. He (lekered a lecture "Shadows of Coming Events Now
Shaping Business" and spoke to management classes on the campus and business
clubs. Here. Dr. Rex Calloxsa (left), chairmanbf the MSU Department of Management,
listens as Mee talks with-George Neill, (right), Louisville junior management major, and
Sam Vic Neels, Paducah graduate student pursuing an MBA degree.
Ky Home Is Disneyland Stopoff,
Haven For Vietnam Vets, Sightseers
NORWALK, Calif. (AP) -
The mostly Mexican patrons
of Ski's Liquor Store, just off
the. Santa Ana Freeway, call
the dapper mustachioed man
behind the cash register
Presiderite."
Tourists from all over, some
of them Vietnam veterans
with their families, stop off on
the way to Disneyland to
shake his hand and coax him




27, at 7:15 p.m..- - -
The Rev. Virgil Blanken-
ship, pastor-of Salem Church,
said that Winchester has been
very active in his church and
associational work for some
time; and t presently serving
as treasurer, deacon, Sunday
School teacher, Brotherhood
Director, and mission board
member"...
WincVester also spent some
time in Trinidad this past
...two. sisters, ..Mrs.. Edw4martha Lou4 stokes and mrs. 
summer doing mission work.
He is married to The .former
Vernon t Frances' But-
terworth, Murray; one
brother, Ed Downs, Paducah;
one grandson, Clayton Edwin
Boaz; two step grandchildren,
-Hilda-Wyatt andtheyhavetWO




Lisa Ann Houston and Brent
public to attend the services.
Allen Houston.' - . .
The funeral was held this Sinking Spring To
morning at ten o'clock at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev. Hear Pastor Speak
William B. Taylor officiating.-
The Cherry Corner Church
Choir, directed by Tom
Holderby with Lucy Ann
Forrest as organist providing
the . music and song service.
Active pallbearers were
Van Futrell, Mickey Cherry,
James Sills, Novis Ezell, J. D.
Wall, and J. L. Culpepper.
Members of the Hoyt Roberts'
Sunday School Class of Cherry
Corner Church served as an
honorary group. Burial was in
the Old Salem Cemetery.
ARti,ENTINIAN TRADE
Ill'ET0S AIRES AP -
Wit cxports totaling $2.35 bil-
lion for the first five months of
.1977, or 75 percent more than
for. the same period last year,
Argentina sliowed a favorable
trade balance of $930 million,
report ql _the. Secretariat for
:Foreign Trade. While all export
sectors 'registered_ gains, the
Secretariatooted.thalmamdac:
tiired goods v.'ere uj 404 er-
-rarae-FirViffiTtr-
pers94 o449;6.
The - Rev. Lawson
Williamson, pastor of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will speak at the
eleven a.m. and seven p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
November 27, at the church.
"Home Of The Soul" will be
the special selection by the
Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
as organist for the morning
service. Ron McAlister,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the service.
The youth will meet at 5:30
p.m. for practice and will sing
in the evening service.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m., Church Training and
• deacons meeting-will be at six
p.m., and adult -cho4r
rehearsal for the thristmas
music will be 7:45 p.m., all
on Sunday.
Volunteer nursery- workers
- will be Mr and•Mrsc Asvayrie
Bucy..alui Mrs. luthWrren.
ft
a.m. The youth will be in
charge of the worship services
at six p.m. Sunday. '
The postman calls twice a above the Bellafonte line.
day with letters postmarked
Ho Chi Minh City and affixed
with what now passes for
exotic Oriental stamps: happy
workers in the communal rice
paddy, happy housewives
bicycling to market under
happy solidarity slogans.
Some come simply, starkly
addressed: Premier Ky,
U.S.A.
"The letters reach me
somehow, often by secret
ways," said Nguyen Coo Ky,
settling back in the red leather
upholstery of his late model
Fleetwood Cadillac. "Things
are bad si Vietnam. People
are hungry. Chocolate is a
dream. They ask me for _help.,
I do what little I can. There




For Mrs. Vera Kirk
he funeral for Mrs. Vera
-Lueilla--Kwityvaarbeld • Thur.'.
sday at ten a.m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tn. Burial was in the
Hilicrest_Cemetery-there.
Mrs. Kirk, age 66. a resident
of 925 Caledonia Street, Paris.
died Tuesday at 2:30 a.m.
in the NHE Norsing. Home,
Paducah. Born March 14, 1911,
in Tndiana, she was the
daughter of the late Jess and
Ethel Mae _purcell, She and
her husband, Donald Kirk,
who survives, were married in
1940. Shg was a member of
Baptist church.
Survivors include her
husband, Donald Kirk; one
daughter, ..Mrs. Delores
Hulett, Puryear, Tn. stepson,-
Wayne Edward -Kirk, Vin-
cennes, Ind.; one sister, Mrs.
Dorothy Sheeler, Westland,
Mich.; two grandchildren,





„,Mrs. Clara Lillian Cochrum,
former resident of the Lynn
Grove area, died Thursday at
8:30 a.m. at the Cedar Croft
Nursing Home, St. Louis, Mo.
She was 92 years of age and
the wife of Thomas ' Brent
Cochrum Who died- -in 4413-
Born June 21, 1885, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Charlie
Lockhart and Texana Kemp
Lockhart.
Mrs. Cochrum is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. Frank
Wilton find Miss
.I5onna Mervee Cochrum, and Sgt. , Billy Joe Steele will -
one son, Kern L. Cochrum, all speak Sunday, November 27,
of St. Louis, Mo. at the eleven a.m. worship
_Graveside services will be services at the Pleasant e ealight tho_brmer 
held SatuTdaY at one p.m. at Vattey -rhirrch or-Christ, -
pre-
mier and air marshal of South
We also watch too much
television, which makes us
partly responsible for the
cultural- collisiere is the Ky-
household and the defection of
his recently married- 23-year-
old son, Dat.
"I do not recognize this
marriage," said Ky, -sparing
us the details but not the guilt.
• He was too American.
American society tends to
corrupt boys faster than girls.
They watch too much TV."
The _Kys live in nearby
Huntington Beach in a raised
California ranch with exposed
redwood beams and a two-car
garage that looks like any
other ;100,000-plus house in
their upper-middle class
development except there is
no basketball backboard over
the driveway. The vaguely
mission-style Ky manse,
backing up on a tiny patio
barely able to contain a
barbecue pit much less a
backyard swimming pool or
presidential chopper pad,
belies rumors of his nipping
out of the Nam with a few
million in gold bars or im-
perial silverware or Whatever.
Outgoing Social Security
Head Says Somethines,
ut Of Whack' With System
WASHINGTON (AP) 7.Vietnam on *his Way to the
James B. Cardwell saysbank from his combined liquor
something is out of whack with
store-and_ delicatessen in this
the federal retirement and
heavily Mexican-American
Social Security systems.suburb of Los Angeles. He had
He is in a position to know.turned the cash register over -
Cardwell, at age 55, is retir-to an old Vietnarnesa air force
ing commissioner Of Socialbuddy, a fellow Skyraider
Security after a 35-yearpilot from that doughty band
government career in whichthat once staged a daring raid
he rose through the ranksover North Vietnam but un-
. from a clerk earning .11,440_a
-fortunately bombed the wrong
year to his current $50,0001a,Joe Pat Winchester target, year post.
The last time I saw thtpre-
When he leaves in mid-De-
To Speak Sunday mier he was standing.- by the cember, bewill begin drawingcockpit of his new American
a government pension of aboutjet fighter denouncing HenryAt Salem Church Cabot Lodge and the U.S. $24,000 and- for the first time
in his life - will begin haying
Bro. Joe Pat Winchester, 
command for giving in to a
taxes into the Social Securityrabble of Buddhist rioters. He
after having surrendered his
life to the Gospel ministry, 
was 35 years old then, dashing system.
Cardwell .is taking a .top fi-
will bring his first message at 
and dapper in a black flight
nancial job the Corporation
his home church, Salem 
suit touched off by a lavender
for Public Broadcasting, a
Ba ptist on Sunday. _November_ 
scarf and pearl handled
_ _ privnto _entity, thAt  ..will-nayrevoiverK
Now 12 years -and long' roir -453A° annually. franklY
war later, he still looked like
an off-duty tango instructor
and was berating American
ffi i Id f o c a om or everything
from California's weather ( too
cold for surfing) to allowing
communist Vietnam into the
United Nations. -
His moustache had .grayed a
bit at the edges but the ward-
robe was still dashing even by
HolEywood's dashing stan,
4Iards :. suede earth shoes, tan
brushed denim slacks, sports




NATCHEZ, Miss. (AP) -
The urge to be philanthropic
can come at odd moments.
admits that he wishes his new
job was not covered by Social
Security because he does not
expect to work the 81.4 years
, he would need to qualify for
'Social Security benefits.
-If I could look -at it very
selfishly, I wOuld like to err ori
the side of not participating in
Social Security after having
gone this long without partici-
pating," he explained in an in-
terview. "But that would be
very selfish and I'm willing to
pay my share, even if it never
accrues to me."
Cardwell aLso wants to avOid
becoming a member of a
group he has criticized in the
past: double-dippers who
draw both a, federal pension
arid Social Security benefits.
Although Civil Service pen-
sions are designed to be-self-
sufficient, about 44 per cent of
all retired federal 'workers
draw benefits from both sys-
tems.
Some federal employees
gain Social Security coverage
br work they did bedore Or
after their government ser-
vice. Others moonlight, in-
Consultative, Diagnostic
Clinic Set December 9
A one-day consultative and be provided by the McCracken
diagnostic heart clinic for County Health Department as
medically indigent Children well as the Bureau for Health
will be held in the McCracken Services and the Kentucky
County Health Department, Heart Association.,
Paducah, on Friday, Only those indigent children
December 9. This clinic will who have a written referral
serve -patients from Hallett,- frefrn phystchm-orill -be---ad-




Dr. Robert Solinger and Dr.
Francisco Elbl, Co-Directors
of the Kentucky Children's
Heart Clinic, Norton-
It came for J. Balfour Children's Hospital,
Miller, 85, while he was Louisville, and other
rearranging his stock portfolio physicians - from the
in the wee hours of e-sleepless University of Louisville School
night. of Medicine, will conduct the
As a result of his nocturnal clinic.
bookkeeping last week, Miller Co-sponsored by the Ken-
discovered 1,600 shares of a tucky Heart Association, the
stock he didn't know he had. Bureau for Health Services
'the next day Miller sold it and and the County Health
donated $50,000 of the profits Departments, the clinic
to the Trinity Day School in provides a diagnostic service
Natchez. for the patient, along with
"Finding that stock was just recommendations for
one of the many blessings I've treatment and management of
enjoyed since I was sick," the case. It also provides an
Miller said. "I told myself, opportunity for, the referring
'You're going to give that .physician to consult with the
money away and you're going clinician regarding his
to give it avitry immediately." patient.
Miller, who was hospitalized Necessary expenses of the
earlier this year with bleeding clinic are being underWritten
ulcers, said he thought he by the Kentucky Heart
• know his holdings by heart Association -anti the Burman
until he- came upon the an- for . Health Seres. Clinic -




SEATTLE (API - A slice
here, a slash there and Rich
Erickson can have a 25-pound
Thanksgiving turkey entirely
boned and reduced to piles of
dark and white meat in 21/2
minutes.
EriCkS061, who works for the
Turkey House restaurant, had
of the birds lined up for an
expected Thanksgiving crowd
of 1,000.
"I once worked cleaning
fish, so I've been rather handy
at wielding a knife," he said
Thursday.
Restaurant manager Mike
HaITISOI1 says Erickson's not
the fastest bird-SI-leer he has
employed, however. " -
"We had one man who
worked for' us f01' seven years
.'joid he -once-did a bird in 57
inanagnr..-
eluding a large number of the
lower-paid clerical workers,
Cardwell said.
aut the double-dipping con- •
troversy is not over civil ser-
vants who work for long peri-
ods in -jobs covered by Social
Security. Rather, it is over
those who work for short peri-
ods and qualify for a
minimum benefit. That
Cardwell admits, can be a
windfall. -
Social Security pays a min-
imum monthly benefit of $114
to workers who retire at 65, re-
gardless of ,how much they
earned or contributed. This
benefit is weighted to. help a
person who was presumed to
be a lifetime low-wage earner.
Cardwell says the system
was built around averages and
lacks any method to weed out
people who were simply under
Social Security for a short
time_ from those who were
"truly low wage earners who
deserve the minimum."
The bill to refinance the So-
cial Security system that is
now in a House-Senate confer-
ence committee would make
changes to eliminate some of
the windfalls. The Senate ver-
sion would limit how much the
federal pensioner could draw






Joanna Adams, food service
director for Calloway County
Schools, has released the
ins.nus for the laqchrooms. for
-the schools' for the week of
November 28 to December 2
as follows:
EAST, NORTH, AND SOUTH-
WEST
Monday-pizza, tossed
_salad* peanut butter and




sauce, rolls, and jelly
Wednesday-chee seb ur gers,
french fries, tomato slices,
fruit, bun, and ice cream;
Thursday-beef stew with
vegetables, corn on the cob,
rolls, and cookie; Friday-
submarine sandwich, lettuce,
gelatin with fryit, potato





bun, rolls, coconut pit, mai-
banana ; Tuesday-hambu-
rgers, 'grilled cheese sand-
wich, vegetable beef soup,
vegetables, fruit plate, chef
salad, bun bread, crackers,
butterscetch brownie, and
cookie; Wednesday-ham-
burgers, pizza, ham or turkey
sandwich, vegetables, salads,
chef salad, bun, bread, cin-
namon rolls, and fruit
cocktail; Thursday-ham-
burger, turkey salad, chicken
fried steak, vegetables,




salads, chef salad, hush
puppies, apple, and
cheesecake.
• MURRAY CITY .
Glenda Jeffrey, food service
director for Murray Cilf
Schools, has released the
menus for November 28 to 30
for the lunchrooms -of the
schools. Menus were not
received for Thursday . and
Friday. The menus are as
follows:
MURRAY HIGH-Mond-
ay-choice of corn dogs,
toasted cheese, hamburger,
hot dogs, chef salad, fruits,
and vegetables; TuesslaY-
choice of pizza, roast beef
sandwich, hamburger, hot
dogs, chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables; Wednesday-
choice of lasagne, fish sand,
wtch, hamburger, hot dogs,
-chef salad, •fruits, and
vegetables.
MURRAY MIDDLE-
Monday-chili dog or ham-
burger, potaotes, slaw or
mixed fruit, and peanuts;
Tuesday-vegetable soup with
pimento cheese or pizza,
potatoes, apple, and cookie;
Wednesday-lasagne. or
hamburger, green beans,






spaghetti, tossed salad, or-
nage wedges, and brown
bread; Wednesday-pizza,




Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon_loday_ furnished to the- Ledger
Times by 1, M• 4ir9011 CP. 4-Narsex.k5e, •
in0ustriai Avg 
Ai rco  351i. unc
Air Products 274.
American Motors -4k4
Ashland Oil  • 31 Ai
AT&T • 60 -4-
Ford Motor Co 446:
Gen Dynamics 511  -kr
General Motors 6.5N
General Tice- - • --We
Goodrich 21N. e- 'a
Gull Oil   27',2 +.4








Baby Girl Haynes ( Mother




Murray, Mrs. Virginia L.
Ragan, 2161 S. Lowell Blvd.,
Denver, Colo., Richard W.
Knight. 2102 Edinarough;
Murray, Mark R. Pipkins, Rt.
'3,, Pairs, Tn., Mrs. Sheila
Thompson, Rt. 2, Box 391,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Janice F.
Cathey, Rt. 2, Murray,
Charles K. Mott, 314 S. 13th.,
Mtiffay, Mrs. Donna L.
Harrington, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
Mrs. Betsie S. Williams,Itt. 5,
Murray, Miss Heath& L.
Scott, Rt. 8, Murray, Virgil L.
Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel, Miss
Lucinda A. Overcast, P.O.
Box 276, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Barbara Todd, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Anita C. Crouse, Rt.2, -
Murray, Porter Charlton, Rt.
2, Hazel, Mrs. Lela Taylor, 620
Broad Ext., Murray, Mrs
Mary E. Byassee, Rt. 3, So.
Fulton, Tn., MI s. Zela G Hurt,
401 N. 10th., Murray, Coy L.
Hale,- 215 S. 15th., Murray,







Evelyn), Ftt. 2, Benton, Baby
Boy • Surrinierti " (Mother
Katheryn ), Rt. 7, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Linda C. Gilbert. and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Rebecca R. Henson and Baby
Girl, Rt. 2, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Mary A. Jones, 1651 Calloway,
Murray, Mrs. Judith F.
Brumley, Fox Meadows,
Murray,- Henry E. Swift, P.O.
Bx 914, Murray, Mrs. Diana L
Page, Rt. 6, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Loretta Barrow, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Janice E.
Foster, 114 Ash, Murray, Mrs.
Molena A. Armstrong, Rt. 7,
Murray, Miss Kathryn E.
Berger, 13-5 Fox Meadows Tr.
Ct., Murray, Ms. Shirley L.
Carney, Rt. 1, Dover, Tn.,
Mrs. Mable Perry, 405 N.
2nd., Murray, William E.
Pittman, Rt. 1, Clinton, Mrs.
84114 Mary J. Foy, Ftt. 2, Bx 727-2,
Paris, Tn., Arnold R.
Thomason, Rt. 7, Murray,
Mrs. Charlotte Hammack,
"1701 Magnolia, Murray, Miss
Crystal R Collins, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Lucille Ross, 109
N. 7th., Murray, Mrs. Lula M.
Harris, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Arvin
A. McCuiston, Rt. 5, Bx 2305,
ns -4 Murray, Frank A. Crocker,
+Nr
Western Union 7%18 Rt. 1, Gilbertsville, Mrs.
isms -4-4* -Beulah M.-Cain, Rt.. 1, -Alma.Eenitit -Radio - - -
-F ; s 
V& GARDEN CENTER




11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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